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Object tracking is important in various applications such as video surveillance 

systems, video annotation systems, and human interaction classification systems. 

Occlusion and noise are the most significant problems in object tracking. In order to 

overcome these problems, I introduce the temporal spatio-velocity (TSV) transform, 

which extracts pixel velocities from image sequences. The TSV transform appends the 

velocity axes to the image sequences and separates occluding objects based on their 

velocities. The TSV transform is derived from the Hough transform over windowed 

spatio-temporal images. I present the methodology of the transform and its 

implementation in an iterative computational form. The intensity at each pixel in the TSV 

image represents a measure of the likelihood of occurrence of a pixel with instantaneous 

velocity in the current position. Binarization of the TSV image extracts blobs based on 

the similarity of velocity and position. The TSV transform provides an efficient way to 

remove noise by focusing on stable velocities, and constructs noise-free blobs. In this 

dissertation, I introduce three applications using the TSV transform. The applications are 

(i) human interaction recognition system, (ii) object tracking system in occluding 
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environments, and (iii) soccer player tracking system. The human interaction recognition 

system uses side-view image sequences and tracks persons walking on sidewalks. Then it 

recognizes the interactions between two persons such as “two persons meet from 

different directions” and “one person follows another person”. The system correctly 

tracks persons and recognizes the interactions between them. The object tracking system 

in occluding environments tracks moving objects behind static obstacles, such as trees 

and fences. Although the static obstacles divide moving objects into several pieces both 

temporally and spatially, the system correctly tracks the objects. The soccer player 

tracking system tracks soccer players and referees using the ordinary TV broadcasting 

images. Although the soccer players make complex movements and the camera moves 

frequently, the system correctly tracks the players and referees. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

1.1 Research Objective 

1.1.1 Dealing with Video in Computer Vision 

Recent developments in computer technology have given rise to many computer vision 

applications. With the vast increase in computer power, computer vision has advanced from 

the analysis of still images to dealing with video sequences, which require more data 

processing. Recognizing motion is one of the keys for future computer vision applications. 

An intelligent public security system is an example of one such future application. To 

detect suspicious activities in public spaces, such as airports or museums, the system first 

must recognize human motion in general. As another example, a computer vision system 

that tracks game players, such as soccer, basketball, or football players, could be used by 

players to improve their performance, by coaches to organize better game strategies, and to 

broadcasters to facilitate camera operations. 

Motion recognition and object tracking have many potential applications and constitute 

a significant topic in computer vision. 
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1.1.2 Comparison Between Video and Image Processing 

Images are considered to be two-dimensional arrays of pixel data. Image sequences are 

considered to be three-dimensional arrays of pixel data, consisting of space and time 

coordinates. The trajectory of an object in an image sequence forms a continuous blob in 

the three-dimensional array. Thus, object tracking can be regarded as segmentation of such 

three-dimensional blobs. In the example of a sports-player tracking system, the players 

form complex blobs in the three-dimensional array. The objective of the system is to 

segment the complex shapes that correspond to the players. 

Motion recognition is essentially the extraction of meaningful information from the 

blob shapes. In an intelligent public security system, for example, the system would analyze 

the complex blob shapes (the trajectories of each person) in the image sequence to 

distinguish between suspicious and normal activities. 

 

1.1.3 Problems in Object Tracking 

In tracking applications such as the one discussed above, occlusion is often a problem. 

Occlusion is a phenomenon that occurs when some objects are located in front of another 

object along the optical axis of the camera and thus hide the other object, either partially or 

completely. In the spatio-temporal three-dimensional space, when two occluding objects 

intersect each other, the occlusion separates the occluded object into several pieces. As a 

result, information about the occluded object lost, making it difficult for the system to 

locate the occluded object. It is also difficult to separate the occluded and occluding objects, 
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which causes mis-tracking. For example, let us consider a situation in which two persons 

walk from opposite directions and pass each other in a side-view image sequence as shown 

in Figure 1.1. At the moment at which the two persons pass each other, one person occludes 

the other. During the occlusion, the image of the occluded person disappears, partly or 

completely. For example, the body of the occluding person hides a part of the body of the 

occluded one, and a leg of the occluding person separates the body of the occluded person, 

as illustrated in Figure 1.1. In this situation, the problems are that (i) it is difficult to find 

the object; (ii) it is difficult to identify the object using the image parts; (iii) it is difficult to 

separate the occluding and occluded objects; and (iv) it is difficult to recover the occluded 

image. These problems cause tracking failure. 

 
 
 

Occluded Situation Non-occluded Situation 

 

Figure 1.1 Occluded Situation 
 

Occlusion is a common problem in computer vision, and various solutions have been 

proposed. One solution is to use the information three-dimensionally. That is, the system 

uses the frames at the non-occluded moments. For the example of two persons passing each 

other (Figure 1.1), although the two persons are occluded at one moment, they are not 
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occluded in other frames. It is difficult to segment the occluded person using only the 

occluded frame; however, it is often easy to segment the persons in the non-occluded 

frames. So the system uses the information in the non-occluded frames and estimates the 

position and shape of the person at the occluded moment. In this case, we can say that the 

three-dimensional information, using the occluded and non-occluded frames, helps to 

segment the persons more than two-dimensional one, using only the occluded frame. This 

is because the three-dimensional space has more information than the two-dimensional 

space. Generally, more information helps to solve the problem. Thus, increasing the 

dimensionality is one the solution to the occlusion problem. 

 

1.1.4 Velocity Axes Extension  

I introduce a method that increases the dimensionality by using velocity axes to resolve 

the occlusion problem. As a result of appending the velocity axes, the dimensionality 

increases to five, consisting of position (x and y), time (t) and velocity (vx and vy). I call it 

the temporal spatio-velocity space. 

Let me consider the two-person case. When they pass each other from the opposite 

directions, the velocities of the two persons are different from one another. So, although 

they are occluded in terms of position (x and y), they are not occluded in the temporal 

spatio-velocity space. Figure 1.2 shows the simple case in which two objects occlude in a 

one-dimensional image sequence. Suppose I look at a horizontal line at the torso level and 

use it as the example. The spatio-temporal image is two-dimensional, as shown in the left in 
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Figure 1.2. In the spatio-temporal image, the two persons occlude each other, so it is 

difficult to separate them. The right image in Figure 1.2 is the temporal spatio-velocity 

image consisting of position, time and velocity axes. In the temporal spatio-velocity image, 

the two persons are not occluded because the persons have different velocities. In this case, 

it is easy to separate the two persons. 

I introduce the temporal spatio-velocity (TSV) transform in order to append the 

velocity axes. The TSV transform extracts pixel velocities using image sequences. I discuss 

the TSV transform in Section 1.1.5.  

 

 

time

space
0 

time

space

velocity

Spatio-temporal space Temporal spatio-velocity space 
 

Figure 1.2 Spatio-temporal Space and Temporal Spatio-velocity Space 
 

 

1.1.5 Temporal Spatio-Velocity Transform 

Velocity is important in a variety of fields. This is because moving at a constant speed 

is a stable state in physical phenomena. Thus, velocity plays a significant role in computer 

vision. Objects often move at a constant speed. This being so, it is common for the objects 
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in the image sequences to move in a steady manner. However, it can be a difficult process 

to acquire a stable velocity for an object, because velocity, which is a derivative form of 

spatial information, tends to be noisy. 

The TSV transform is a suppressive method that extracts pixel velocities. The TSV 

transform converts binary, grayscale or color image sequences into TSV image sequences 

that consist of velocity and spatial axes. A TSV image sequence, converted from a binary 

one, is grayscale. Each pixel represents the measure of pixel existence at a velocity and 

location, specified by its coordinates. Suppose we take the TSV transform over the 

sequence of the two-dimensional images Kn(x) where x=(x, y). The resulting TSV image 

Vn(x,v) consists of spatial axes x, velocity axes v=(vx, vy) and temporal axis n. A higher 

value of Vn(x, v) indicates that it is more possible that a pixel exists at x with velocity v in 

the nth frame. Thus, we can find the pixel velocity by finding local maxima in the TSV 

image. For example, suppose I find the pixel velocity at x=x0 in the nth frame. We can 

obtain the pixel velocity by finding the point that maximizes the TSV image Vn(x0, v) along 

x=x0. 

The TSV transform is useful in both blob segmentation and texture extraction. Blob 

segmentation is performed by grouping pixels with similar velocities and positions. Pixels 

with unstable velocities are ignored. Thus the TSV transform eliminates noise such as the 

motion of tree leaves. This feature is exploited in the interaction recognition system 

described in Chapter 4 and the object tracking system described in Chapter 5. The texture 

extraction is performed by transforming the grayscale or color images. The TSV transform 

converts a grayscale or color image sequence into another grayscale or color image 
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sequence. The TSV transform does not change textures at a velocity that is the same as the 

object velocity, but blurs the texture at other velocities. By comparing with the original 

image, we can extract the pixel velocities. This method is used in the soccer player tracking 

system described in Chapter 6. 

In this dissertation, I develop the TSV transform and its applications. I introduce two 

forms of TSV transform depending on the type of the input image sequence such as binary, 

grayscale or color. Also, I develop methods to reduce computational complexity. In 

particular, I focus on the noise suppressive feature of and acceleration ranges passes by the 

TSV transform. I discuss three applications using the TSV transform: an interaction 

recognition system, an object-tracking system, and a video tracking system that involves 

soccer players. The remaining sections  briefly describe these four applications. 

 

 

1.2 The Interaction Recognition System (Chapter 4) 

The objective of the interaction recognition system is to recognize the interaction 

between two persons walking on outdoor sidewalks. The system uses lateral-view images 

in which many occlusions between human objects occur (see Figure 1.3). The TSV 

transform performs segmentation in the interaction recognition system. The transform 

separates a pair of human objects, one occluding the other, by extracting their pixel 

velocities. This is possible because many occluding objects have different velocities. I use 
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the one-dimensional TSV transform that yields the TSV image with one velocity axis and 

one spatial axis because a human moves one-dimensionally in lateral view images.  

The system associates the segmented blobs over frames and yields the trajectories of 

the persons. The system classifies a pair of trajectory patterns into ten different interaction 

types using their relative distance and relative and absolute velocities. I define atomic 

interactions as simple interaction units (SIUs) depending on the stopping and moving 

patterns of the two persons. The SIUs are listed in Table 1.1. 

I also introduce the hardware implementation for this application. Since the field of 

view of one camera is limited, we need several cameras to cover wide observation range. 

To reduce the high computational load due to huge data coming from all the cameras, I 

introduce a system that consists of several embedded cameras and a PC system. The system 

performs some tasks in the cameras and other tasks in the PC to reduce computational 

complexity and achieve real-time processing. 
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Figure 1.3 Lateral View Image 

 

Table 1.1 Interaction Patterns 

SIU Description icon 

APART Two people start walking in different directions 

FOLLOW One stationary person starts following another walking person 

LEAVE One person leaves another stationary person 

MEET Two people meet from different directions 

PASS1 One person passes by another stationary person 

PASS2 Two people pass each other from the opposite direction 

STOP One person stops in front of another stationary person 

TAKEOVER One person passes by another person walking in the same direction 

WALKSTOP Two people walk together, then one of them stops 

STOPGO One person starts walking when the other stops  
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1.3 Object Tracking System (Chapter 5) 

This application tracks moving objects in an occluded environment. The sequences 

contain physical obstacles such as fences and trees that divide an object into several blobs, 

both spatially and temporally (Figure 1.4). In this application, the TSV transform extracts 

pixels with stable velocities and removes pixels with unstable velocities, e.g. noise. For 

example, vehicles in the sequence move within a certain velocity range. By extracting 

objects within that range using the TSV transform, we can remove objects whose velocities 

are outside the range, such as fences and trees. A cylinder model is used to represent an 

object trajectory. The cylinder model connects several blobs into one object and associates 

the blobs that are occluded for a long period of time. This system successfully tracks the 

divided blobs as one object and reconstructs the whole object. 
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Figure 1.4 Example Sequence of Object Tracking System 

 

 

1.4 The Soccer Player Tracking System (Chapter 6) 

The objective of the soccer player tracking system is to track soccer players in ordinary 

video sequences, as shown in Figure 1.5. The soccer player moves in a complex manner, 

and the camera angle changes constantly. In this system, the TSV transform is used for 

texture extraction. Unlike the previous two applications, the TSV transform uses color 

images rather than the binary ones. This system compares the extracted texture to the 

original image and tracks based on the difference. This system also uses simple blob 
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tracking that extracts blobs and associates them over the frames. The two tracking methods, 

the TSV tracking and the simple blob tracking, are used depending on the occlusion. When 

a tracked object is occluded, the system uses the TSV tracking. When it is not occluded, the 

system uses the simple blob tracking. 

 

 
Figure 1.5 Sequence for the Soccer Player Tracking System 
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1.5 Summary of the Chapter and Organization of the 

Dissertation 

This dissertation discusses one of the stable velocity extraction methods, the TSV 

transform, in several aspects. Table 1.2 highlights key characteristics of the TSV transform. 

I compare the variety of the TSV transforms depending on the type of input images. Then 

the dissertation discusses the functions that compose the TSV transform. The methods to 

reduce computational load are considered by extending the TSV transform. I examine the 

TSV transform’s noise suppressive feature, and discuss acceleration acceptance. 

The work also introduces the applications using the TSV transform. Table 1.3 shows 

the applications and the functions of the TSV transform in them. The interaction 

recognition system uses the TSV for the blob segmentation to separate the occluded blobs. 

The object tracking system uses the two-dimensional TSV transform for the velocity 

extraction. The soccer player tracking system uses the TSV transform for the texture 

extraction. This application also uses the deformed-region TSV transform to reduce the 

computation. The 3D object reconstruction uses the TSV transform as the methods for 

extracting velocities and textures. 

This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 discusses the previous research 

that is relevant to this work. In Chapter 3, I explain several aspects of the TSV transform, as 

shown in Tables 1.2 and 1.3. In Chapter 4, 5, and 6 introduce three applications of the TSV 

transform. Chapter 4 introduces the interaction recognition system. Chapter 5 explains the 

object tracking system that uses the two-dimensional TSV transform. Chapter 6 
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demonstrates the soccer player tracking system using color image sequences. Chapter 7 

concludes the dissertation. 

 

Table 1.2 Characteristics of the TSV Transform 
Aspects Topic 
Type of input images • Binary image 

• Grayscale or color image 
Functions • Velocity extraction 

• Blob segmentation 
• Noise removal 
• Texture extraction 

Features • Noise suppressive feature 
• Acceleration acceptance range 

 

 

Table 1.3 Input Images and the TSV Function in the Applications 

Applications Input Image TSV Function in the system 

Interaction Recognition System Binary Blob segmentation 

Object Tracking System Binary Noise removal 

Soccer Player Tracking System Color Texture extraction 
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数式セクション        2 

 

Chapter 2.  

 

Background and Related Studies 

 

This dissertation introduces the TSV transform and its applications. All the applications 

introduced in this dissertation are some form of object tracking in various situations. The 

interaction recognition system, described in Chapter 4, performs additional tasks after the 

object tracking. It classifies the two-person interactions using the result of the object 

tracking. In this chapter, I describe the general mechanism of object tracking in several 

processing stages: hardware structure, basic processing and higher processing. Then, 

specific applications are introduced from previous studies. 

 

2.1 Hardware Structure 

Video recognition can be regarded as the extraction of meaningful information from 

pixel data. Most computer vision applications consist mainly of a camera, a digitizer, a 

storage device and a processor. The pixel information from the camera is first digitized and 
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saved into the storage device. The processor obtains the pixel data from the storage device 

and extracts meaningful information from the data. 

This project uses a standard camera that outputs an NTSC (National Television System 

Committee) video signal. NTSC is one of the major commercial video formats, briefly 

described in [1]. The image size is 720(horizontal) by 480(vertical) pixels, the temporal 

frequency is about 60Hz, the aspect ratio is 4:3, and the raster scan is 2:1 interlaced. One 

frame of the interlace scanning consists of two fields, odd and even. The odd field consists 

all odd lines and the even field consists of all even lines. The two fields are scanned 

alternatively. Since one field is captured 1/60 seconds after (or before) the other field is 

captured, the edges of the moving object become ridges. The ridges are acceptable in this 

project because (i) my system can ignore the ridges, and (ii) the TSV transform smoothes 

out of the ridges. 

The stored data is converted into meaningful information in the processor. The output 

of object tracking is the trajectory of the object, which is often the sequence of the 

coordinates. The system employs multiple processing stages to generate the final output. 

These stages are the basic processes that are common procedures in computer vision, and 

the higher processes that are more complex procedure such as object tracking. 

2.2 Basic Processing 

Many of computer vision applications have several common processes. I introduce 

some of these processes related to our applications. 
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2.2.1 Object Detection 

Object detection is a method to separate objects from non-objects. When we use a static 

camera, background subtraction methods are often used. This method computes the 

difference between images in which objects exist and a background image in which no 

object exists. Pixels located on non-objects are almost the same between the image and the 

background image, so the differences are small. Pixels located on the objects are different 

between the two images, so the differences are large. By thresholding the difference using a 

specific value, we can separate the object as ‘1’-valued pixels from the non-objects as ‘0’-

valued pixels. This method is subject to the condition that the background does not change. 

However, the background image in outdoor changes due to the sun and cloud motion. 

Oliver et al. [2] use eigen-backgrounds to overcome this problem. They generate several 

eigen-backgrounds using principal component analysis (PCA). Their system segments 

objects using the eigen-backgrounds regardless of illumination changes. Horprasert et al. 

[3] use a computational color model consisting of distortion of intensity and color. 

Elgammal et al. [4] use probabilistic model of backgrounds to express the noisy 

backgrounds containing bushes and trees. They compute the probability density function 

(PDF) for each pixel to represent the movement of the bush and trees. 

Motion differencing is also often used. Jain et al. [5] detect moving objects by 

comparing the current image with an image from several previous frames. The pixels 

located in the non-moving part of the two images are almost the same, so the difference 

shows a small value. Pixels located in the moving parts of the two images are different, so 
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the difference often shows a large value. The motion pixels are extracted by thresholding 

with an appropriate value. 

2.2.2 Optical Flow Method 

Horn and Schunk [6] proposed an optical flow approach to extract pixel velocities 

using grayscale image sequences under smooth surface constraints. This algorithm uses a 

differential equation of the image by time and position. Since this method constrains one 

degree of freedom of pixel velocities, it requires an additional constraint to find the pixel 

velocities. Kim et al. [7] advanced Horn and Schunk’s approach using a fast convergent 

method. Chong et al. [8] proposed a time-delay-based image-velocity computation that 

extracted the pixel velocity from grayscale or color image sequences using several sets of 

delay lines.  

The optical flow method finds one velocity value for each pixel. It cannot compute the 

pixel velocity in occlusion where two velocity values, one for occluding and the other for 

occluded, may exist. Also, because it is a certain form of differential equation, the resulting 

velocity tend to be noisy. The TSV transform overcomes these problems by extracting more 

than one velocity value for each pixel and using low-pass filters to suppress noise. 

2.2.3 Hough Transform 

The Hough Transform [9-14] is a method to extract a specific shape using binary 

images. I define the shape using several parameters. For example, in order to extract lines 

running horizontally, we often define the shape as a formula: y=ax+b where x and y are 

variables and a and b are parameters. The Hough transform counts the ‘1’-valued pixels 
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along the shape for each parameter combination, then maps the value into the parameter 

table. For the example of the line extraction, in the TSV transform the table consists of a 

and b axes. For an input binary image is K(x,y), the Hough parameter table H(a,b) is 

defined as 

( , ) ( , )
x

H a b K x ax b= +∑                                         (2.1) 

The TSV transform is derived from the Hough transform in that it extracts lines in a 

spatio-temporal image. One or two axes of the Hough parameter table are the velocity axes 

that enable us to extract pixel velocities. 

2.2.4 Connected Component Region Labeling  

This method is often used to segment objects from binary images. It assigns a same 

"label" to the connecting pixels, then outputs images in which each pixel is mapped to a 

label. By grouping the same-labeled pixels, we can segment blobs. Thus, this method is 

often used for segmenting blobs. 

2.3 Object Tracking 

Object tracking is employed in various applications such as video surveillance [15-17], 

traffic monitoring [18,19], human detection and tracking for video teleconferencing or 

human-machine interface [20], and video editing, among others. 

Most tracking systems use some form of object model. These models are classified into 

parametric or non-parametric type, and spatial or spatio-temporal type. Parametric models 

are generally expressed as mathematical formulas, such as cylinders, cones, lines, and 
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boxes. Non-parametric models use features, such as color PDF, textures, contour and 

boundaries, as well as their combinations. Spatial models are based on only spatial 

information. Generally speaking, systems with spatial models process a sequence frame by 

frame and generate intermediate data, and then associate the data over the frame sequence. 

Spatio-temporal models are shapes or features in spatio-temporal space. 

Table 2.1 classifies some of previous research into four categories based on model 

types: (i) parametric spatial model [21-26], (ii) non-parametric spatial model [2,29], (iii) 

parametric spatio-temporal model [20,33,35] and (iv) non-parametric spatio-temporal 

model [16,17,30,31,32,34]. Some research can be classified into both (ii) and (iv) groups. 

This is because some features are based on spatial images and some features are based on 

spatio-temporal images.  

Table 2.1 Classification of Object Tracking Systems by Model 
               Spatial/Spatio-

temporal 
Model Feature 

Spatial Model Spatio-temporal Model 

Parametric Model Bharatkumar et al. [21] 
Huber [22] 
Leung and Young [23] 
Hogg [24], Rohr [25]   
Marr and Nishihara [26] 

Niyogi and Adelson [30] 
Sato and Aggarwal [33,35] 

Non-parametric Model Oliver et al. [2] 
Zhou and Aggarwal [29] 

Intille and Bobick [36] 
Haritaoglu et al. [16,17] 
Sato and Aggarwal [30-32,34] 

 

2.3.1 Parametric Spatial Model  

The parametric spatial model is represented as a simple shape such as a line segment 

[21, 22], 2D ribbon [23], or elliptical cylinder [24-26]. This is effective when object shapes 

are known. Bharatkumar et al. [21] tracked human lower limbs and analyzed their gaits. 
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They use several line segments to express the human limbs and compare them with the 

medial axes of the limbs in the original image. Rehg and Kanade [27] tracked hands and 

recognized gesture using a kinetic hand model. They estimate the positions and orientations 

of the hand models using a kinetic formula and compare the hand images with the 

estimated model.  

 

2.3.2 Parametric Spatio-temporal Model 

The parameteric spatio-temporal model is similar to the parametric spatial model but 

incorporates object shape as well as its motion. In [30], Niyogi and Adelson segmented 

humans using Hough transform line detection on a spatio-temporal sliced image of 

background-subtracted image sequences. They assumed that the subject crosses the field of 

view at a constant speed; that is, the human trajectories appear as straight lines on the 

spatio-temporal sliced image. This method is useful for extracting a human trajectory; 

however, it does not apply to image sequences that contain persons or vehicles moving 

randomly (stopping and starting), in which case the object trajectories do not appear as 

straight lines. Our previous research [32, 34] to be introduced in Chapter 5 also uses the 

spatio-temporal model. The system tracks objects in occluding environments using 

perspective-view images. Elliptical cylinders are used to represent the trajectories of the 

objects. The pixels in background-subtracted images are first TSV transformed in order to 

remove noise pixels. Then they are clustered into the cylinders. 
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2.3.3 Non-parametric Spatial Model  

Non-parametric spatial models represent objects using complex shapes or features, 

such as contour, texture, and color PDFs. These models are image-based features that do 

not contain temporal information. Thus, many of the applications using this model first 

segment objects frame by frame, then associate the blobs over the frames. Oliver et al. [2] 

track humans walking in a pedestrian plaza. They segment humans by the background 

subtraction using eigen-backgrounds. Then the segmented blobs are associated over the 

frames. To do so, they estimate the human positions and velocities by applying a first-order 

Kalman filter and associate blobs and human objects by the Gaussian PDF of their color 

information. Zhou and Aggarwal [29] tracked moving objects in outdoor perspective 

images. They segment the objects using background subtraction and associate the 

segmented blobs using the color vector by principal component analysis (PCA). Hogg [24] 

tracked human using adaptive contour model. They use a B-spline model to represent the 

contour of each tracking human. The model is matched with the original image frame by 

frame and changes its shape. 

2.3.4 Non-parametric Spatio-temporal Model 

Non-parametric spatio-temporal models are similar to the non-parametric spatial 

models. The applications use similar features such as textures and contours; however, the 

non-parametric spatio-temporal model incorporates temporal information, using features 

such as temporal texture template [19], closed-world [36], and the TSV transform [30-34]. 
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Intille and Bobick [36] tracked American football players using a region called the 

“closed world”, which defined a certain temporal-spatial region in which the system 

distinguished an object from other regions. The closed world is initially set as a central 

point in each player that spreads towards the contour of the player. The system matches the 

image in the closed world and the original image to track the players. In [16-17], Haritaoglu 

et al. tracked both single and multiple humans in outdoor image sequences. They used the 

background subtraction and the connected component region labeling method to segment 

humans. When humans are occluded, more than one human body may be segmented into 

one blob. Their system finds the head positions of each human and defines the vertical lines 

as the torso lines of the human. Then they divide the blob into human bodies using the 

distance to each torso line. They match the contour segments and temporal texture template 

to the ones of the previous frame in order to associate the blobs over frames.  

The applications introduced in Chapter 4 and 6 are in this category, since the TSV 

transform uses the spatial and temporal information. 

2.4 Interaction Recognition and Activity Recognition 

Recognition of human interaction and human activities are useful applications that 

involve object tracking. Cai and Aggarwal [37] reviewed the varied approaches to activity 

recognition. Oliver et al. [2] study is an important paper in this research area. The 

interaction recognition system introduced in Chapter 4 is partially based on their results. 

They tracked humans walking in a plaza in perspective-view image and sequences 

recognized interactions such as two persons meet, one person passes by the other person 
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and one person follows the other person. They extracted the trajectories of the moving 

persons and recognized interactions using the Coupled Hidden Markov Model using the 

features such as distance, velocities and orientation of movement. Polana et al. [38] 

recognized behavior of moving persons, such as walking, running and passing by another 

person. They used spatio-temporal images and extracted humans as spatio-temporal solids. 

They analyzed the periodicity from the images, and recognized activities by comparison to 

test models. Ayers and Shah [39] detected event actions of people in a room such as 

entering a room, using a computer terminal, opening a cabinet, and picking up a phone. 

They used regions of interest (ROI) related to each activity to detect such events. Davis and 

Bobick [19] used temporal templates to recognize human activities. They applied a low-

pass filter over a sequence of background-subtracted images, and then compared the image 

with the stored activity images.  

2.5 Occlusion Handling in Object Tracking 

Handling occlusion is one of the most critical topics in object tracking. Occlusion, 

which occurs when some objects hide other objects, is a primary cause of lost tracking. 

Occlusion can be classified into three categories based on the occluding objects: (i) 

occlusion by static objects, (ii) occlusion by tracked objects and (iii) self-occlusion. 

Occlusion by static object occurs when tracked objects move behind static objects such 

as trees, bushes, fences, and parked vehicles. Zhou and Aggarwal [29] tracked moving 

persons, bicycles and vehicles in a sequence in which a tree partially blocks the camera 

view of the objects for around 100 frames. In order to associate the objects over frames, 
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they used three matching methods: centroid, shape and color matching. Shape matching 

uses the width, height, area size, compactness and orientation of a blob and compares it 

with a tracked object. Color matching takes principal component analysis and extracts 

significant eigenvectors, then compares the color vector of the tracked object and the 

eigenvectors using the angle between two vectors.  

Occlusion by tracked-object occurs when tracking multiple objects and these tracked 

objects occlude each other. Haritaoglu et al. [16,17] addressed this type of occlusion by 

segmenting the occluding objects (people) as a connected blob. They first recognized the 

number of people in the blob using the number of heads, which come from the number of 

local maxima in the contour. Senior et al. [40] tracked moving humans, bicycles and 

vehicles using perspective images. They first took background subtraction to extract objects, 

then made temporal templates similar to Haritaoglu’s work, and divided the regions of 

occluding and occluded using the maximum likelihood of RGB components. 

The system introduced in Chapter 5 focuses on occlusion by static objects. Some of the 

occluding objects are fences, trees and bushes. 

Self-occlusion occurs when the tracking object is a complex shape and some parts of 

the tracking object occlude other parts of the object. Park and Aggarwal [28] tracked 

multiple body parts of humans engaged in interactions such as hugging and pointing. They 

segment human body parts using a Gaussian mixture model of the pixel color. Then, their 

system connects the separated body parts using a Markov Random Field (MRF). Finally, 

they associate the body parts using a multi-target, multi-assignment framework. 
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2.6 Sports Player Tracking 

In general, sports player tracking is a challenging issue, due to factors such as occlusion, 

camera movement and the complicated movement of the players. Many researchers have 

addressed this problem. Intille and Bobick [36] tracked American football players using a 

region called the “closed world”, which defined a certain temporal-spatial region in which 

the system distinguished an object from other regions. Utsumi et al. [42] segmented players 

from the background field using a fuzzy function based on the color edges and the color 

minority. Yamada et al. [43] tracked soccer players and a ball using broadcast TV images. 

They tracked the ball using a kinetic model and estimated the camera parameters by 

matching the field line model to the image. Yow et al. [44] constructed a panoramic image 

of soccer highlights. They detected highlight scenes in a game based on the location of the 

goal post and the movement of the ball, to which they applied the vertical line detection and 

template matching techniques. They reconstructed panoramic images using camera 

parameters that were estimated from the motion vector of each pixel. Junior and Anido [45] 

tracked soccer players using multiple static cameras. They segmented the players by 

background subtraction based on the gradient of the original image and the gradient of an 

empty scene. They dealt with occlusion of the players using multiple cameras that capture 

the players from different angles. Assfalg et al. [46] detected highlight scenes in a soccer 

game such as penalty kick, goal kick, and corner kick scenes. They employed a Hidden 

Markov Model based on the camera motions. Bertini et al. [47] used finite state machine to 

detect similar highlight scenes. They used camera motion and the playing field zones to 

detect these highlight scenes. 
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2.7 My Research 

The research I propose in this dissertation introduces the TSV transform, which 

provides spatio-temporal features of the image related to pixel velocities. Thus, the TSV 

transformed images are categorized as spatio-temporal information. In Chapter 3, I explain 

the TSV transform including its principle, feature and design. In Chapters 4, 5, and 6, I 

introduce three applications that use the TSV transform. Since the TSV transformed images 

are categorized as spatio-temporal, the proposed applications belong to the parametric 

spatio-temporal model (Chapter 5) or the non-parametric spatio-temporal model (Chapters 

4 and 6). These applications use the TSV transform for various purposes such as object 

segmentation (Chapter 4), object extraction (Chapter 5) and texture tracking (Chapter 6).  

The application introduced in Chapter 4 is a two-person interaction recognition system 

using a side-view image sequence. Some of the interactions are, “two persons meet from 

opposite directions”, and “one person follows the other person”. Although occlusion occurs 

frequently, the TSV transform effectively separate the two persons, which yields reliable 

tracking and recognition. 

Chapter 5 describes an object tracking system in occluding environments. I track 

objects moving behind occluding objects such as bushes, trees and fences. The TSV 

transform extracts the moving objects and removes the occluding objects by choosing an 

appropriate velocity range. 

Chapter 6 presents a soccer player tracking system that processes ordinary broadcasting 

TV images involving camera movement. The chapter extends the TSV transform to apply 
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to color or grayscale images, by extracting the texture based on the object velocity. System 

tracking is based upon the TSV transformed textures. 
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数式セクション        3 

Chapter 3 

 

TSV Transform 

 

The TSV transform plays an important role in extracting pixel velocities. The transform 

appends velocity axes to image sequences and generates sequences of TSV images. The 

sequences of the TSV images are used for object segmentation by grouping pixels with 

similar velocities, noise removal by extracting pixels within a specific velocity range, and 

object tracking by matching the TSV image and the original images. The TSV transform 

basically uses binary image sequences. The TSV transform for binary image sequences is 

first discussed. Then the transform is extended to apply to grayscale and color images. The 

organization of this chapter is as follows. The first section defines of the TSV transform for 

binary image sequences, and then applies it to object segmentation and object extraction. 

The second section discusses the design of the TSV transform, followed by the noise 

suppressive property of the transform. The grayscale or color images TSV transform are 

then addressed, followed by the local TSV transform that directly tracks objects. 

3.1 Principle of the TSV Transform 

I consider the TSV transform over the binary image sequence Kn(x) where n is the 
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current frame, and x=(x, y)T is the position at nth frame. 

When an object moves in a binary image sequence, its trajectory in the spatio-temporal 

space forms a curve. If its velocity is constant, the trajectory is a straight line. We can 

extract the line using the Hough transform. Leting the position at kth frame be y=(x, y)T, the 

Hough transform in terms of straight line y=v(k−n)+x over a binary spatio-temporal image 

Kk(y) is defined as: 

0
( , ) ( ( ) )

n

k
k

H K k n
=

= − +∑x v v x
,                 (3.1) 

where H(x, v) is the set of evaluation values for the line y=v(k−n)+x. Each point (x, v) in 

H(x, v) represents a line and each value H(x, v) shows an evaluation of the line. Since (3.1) 

represents the number of points in Kk(y) along the line y=v(k−n)+x, the more points located 

along the line, the larger the value of H(x, v). Therefore, by taking local maxima in H(x, v), 

we can extract lines in Kk(y), which are the trajectories of objects (See Figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.1 Binary Image Sequence and Spatio-temporal Image 
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Figure 3.2 The Relationship Between the Image Plane and Parametric Plane 

 

However, in actual situations, the velocity of an object constantly changes in a 

sequence of images. In order to extract the instantaneous velocity of an object at a time 

point, I take a windowing process before performing the Hough transform. Let the 

windowing function at the current frame be Fn(k), the binary image Kk(y). Then, the 

windowed image at the current frame Ln(y, k) can be represented as 

( , ) ( ) ( )n n kL k F k K=y y .                    (3.2) 

The windowing function Fn(k) limits the time range of the computation. In the TSV 

transform, I use an exponential window 

( )(1 )
( )

0 ,

k n

n
e e k n

F k
k n

λ λ− −⎧ − ≤
= ⎨

>⎩
                  (3.3) 

where λ is a time constant that controls the time range. The Hough transform over the 

windowed image Ln(y, k) in terms of y = v(k − n) + x yields the TSV image Vn(x,v), 

( , ) ( ( ) , )
n

n k
k

V L k n k
=−∞

= − +∑x v v x
,                (3.4) 

or 
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( , ) ( ) ( ( ) )
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or 

( )( , ) (1 ) ( ( ) )
n

k n
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k
V e e K k nλ λ− −

=−∞

= − − +∑x v v x .            (3.6) 

In actual implementation, I use the simplified version of (3.6). In order to find the 

equation, we first find Vn−1(x, v), 

1
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or 
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or 
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Combining (3.6) and (3.9), we get the simplified form, 

1( , ) ( , ) (1 ) ( )n n nV e V e Kλ λ− −
−= − + −x v x v v x .           (3.10) 

This equation shows that the TSV transform can be obtained by iterative operations: (i) 

horizontal shifting, (ii) multiplication by a constant coefficient and (iii) addition, as shown 

in Figure 3.3. 
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Vn−1(x, v)

Vn−1(x−v, v)

+

Kn(x)

Vn(x, v)=e−λ Vn−1(x−v ,v)+(1−e−λ)Kn(x) 

λ−e λ−− e1

TSV image in the previous frame 

Shift toward the velocity axis 

 
Figure 3.3 Implementation Diagram of the TSV Transform 

 

I use zero for the initial values for the TSV images; V0(x, v)=0. Thus, the TSV images 

in the early frames are black or almost dark. I ignore these early frames. 

3.2 Blob Segmentation Using the TSV Transform 

The TSV transform is used for segmenting blobs in both the interaction recognition 

system (Chapter 4) and the object tracking system (Chapter 5). In the interaction 

recognition system, the TSV transform segments occluded blobs whose velocities are 

different from each other. Binarizing the TSV image by an appropriate threshold yields 

blobs by grouping pixels with similar velocities and positions. 
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0 otherwise
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x v
x v                   (3.11) 

Figure 3.4 shows the result of the TSV transform. The image in Figure 3.4-(b) shows 

the TSV transform of the one-dimensional sequence and Figure 3.4-(c) gives the binarized 

transform image. The horizontal axis is the spatial axis compatible with the binary image 
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sequence, and the vertical axes in Figures 3.4-(b) and 3.4-(c) are the velocity axes. As we 

can see, the transform successfully separates occluded blobs depending on their positions 

and velocities. The TSV transform is capable of obtaining more than one velocity value for 

a given position by extracting the velocity variation at each pixel corresponding to different 

objects occluding each other. This enables us to separate the object blobs out of a composite 

blob, given the appropriate position and velocity values. In the original image 3.4-(a), the 

two blobs A and B are completely occluded. The corresponding binarized TSV image 

3.4-(c), however, shows that by using an appropriate threshold, the occluded blobs have 

been separated into two blobs. 
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Figure 3.4 Example of the TSV Transform 

 

In the object tracking system (Chapter 5), the TSV transform is used to remove noise 

outside a specific velocity range. The extracted blobs are in some of the velocity bins in 

TSV images. By superimposing each TSV image within a velocity range, we can extract the 

blobs at various velocities within the range. 

{ }# *( ) OR ( , )n nV V=
v

x x v
.                      (3.12) 

When x and v are two-dimensional, the binary TSV image Vn
*(x, v) is four-dimensional. 
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Each image Vn
*(x, vi) at a velocity value vi is a two-dimensional image from which only 

pixels moving with vi are extracted. Thus, the superimposed image Vn
#(x) is the 

two-dimensional image. 

Here, if the velocity range of the object is known, the object can be extracted by taking 

the TSV image within the velocity range. For example, when we take an image sequence of 

a highway, every vehicle moves within a range of v∈[60,120](km/h). In such a case, the 

velocity range for the TSV transform is set based on those values, in order to extract objects 

moving within that range. Figure 3.5 shows every 10th frame (330msec, 15fps) of a 

simulation sequence. This sequence contains objects that move at a constant speed vA, and 

static noises that stay stationary. The TSV transform then applied to the sequence to extract 

blobs with velocity vA. Figure 3.6 shows the TSV images at v=vA and Figure 3.7 shows the 

binary images of Figure 3.6. Since the velocity of the static noise is zero, the noise is 

suppressed in Figure 3.6. By thresholding with a threshold of 0.5, the system completely 

extracts the object. 

In order to generate static noise, several points are randomly selected as the centers of 

the static points. Then random noise is added based on the probability p(x), 

2

2( )p e σ
−

=
x

x ,                           (3.13) 

where x is the relative position from the centers, σ is a parameter, and p(x) is the 

probability that random noise appears. 
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(1)                                     (2) 

  
(3)                                     (4) 

Figure 3.5 Moving Object with Static Noise 

  
(1)                                     (2) 

  
(3)                                     (4) 

Figure 3.6 Result of the TSV Transform over Figure 3.5 

  
(1)                                     (2) 

  
(3)                                     (4) 

Figure 3.7 Binary Image Sequence by Thresholding Figure 3.6 
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3.3 Determining the Parameters of the TSV Transform 

The character of the TSV transform is controlled by several parameters. It is desirable 

that we determine optimal parameters depending on the circumstances. This section 

discusses a method to choose such parameters in order to separate the object of interest 

from other objects based on object velocities. For example, I consider extraction of vehicles 

moving behind trees. In this situation, trees stay almost stationary and vehicles move at 

almost constant speeds. The parameters to determine are the time constant λ, the threshold 

TV, and the velocity resolution of the TSV images. This method first determines the time 

constant λ and the threshold TV, using the response time from the object’s appearance. It 

then determines the velocity resolution using the width of the extracted objects. 

As λ decreases, or TV increases, the transform suppresses the noise and extracts objects 

in longer occlusion; however, it responds slowly. On the other hand, increase of λ or 

decrease of TV causes faster responses, but yields noisy images and is only able to extract 

objects in shorter occlusion. In order to determine the optimal parameters, I consider the 

following conditions, 

(i) An object in the TSV image should appear within n1 frames after it appears in the 

original image. 

(ii) The object in the TSV image should stay visible within n2 frames after it disappears 

in the original image. 

Suppose Kn(x) be an input image at the nth frame and Vn(x,v) a TSV image at the nth 

frame. Since I currently discuss the response time for any velocity values, we use v=0 for 
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simplicity, 

( ,0) (1 ) ( )
n

k
n k

k
V x e e K xλ λ− −

=−∞

= − ∑ ,               (3.14) 

Condition (i) can be interpreted as follows: 

The original image becomes one at the 0th frame, 

1 0
( )

0 0n

n
K x

n
≥⎧

= ⎨ <⎩ ,
                        (3.15) 

and the TSV image is equal to or more than the threshold TV at the n1th frame, 

1
( , )n VV x v T≥ .                         (3.16) 

Since 

1

1
( ,0) 1 n

nV x e λ−= − ,                       (3.17) 

thus, 

11 n
Ve Tλ−− ≥ .                           (3.18) 

Condition (ii) can be interpreted as follows: 

The original image becomes from one to zero at the 0th frame, 

0 0
( )

1 0n

n
K x

n
≥⎧

= ⎨ <⎩ ,
                          (3.19) 

and the TSV image is equal or more than the threshold TV at the n2th frame, 

2
( , )n VV x v T≥ .                          (3.20) 

So, 

2n
Ve Tλ− ≥ .                            (3.21) 

The values that satisfy (3.18) and (3.21) are shown as the shaded region in Figure 3.8. 
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Since the higher TV or the smaller λ suppresses more noise, I use the values at P where TV 

takes the maximum value, 

1 21 n n
Ve e Tλ λ− −− = = .                        (3.22) 

 
TV 
 

0 

P 

1 

1 

e-λ 

 

Figure 3.8 Values of e−λ vs. TV Satisfying (3.18) and (3.21) 

Next, I determine the velocity resolution of the TSV images using the sizes of the 

extracted objects. The size of an object changes though the TSV transform. The difference 

between before and after the transform depends on the TSV parameters. The parameters 

that affect to the difference are the time constant λ, the threshold TV, the size w of the object, 

and the relative velocity vr of the object v0 and the velocity value v in the TSV transform. I 

consider a simple situation in which the TSV transform has only one velocity value and the 

system takes the transform over a sequence of one-dimensional binary images. In the 

sequence, an object with width w moves at a constant velocity v0 and disappears at n=−n3 

(n3>0) due to occlusion. Figure 3.9 illustrates the spatio-temporal image of the situation. I 

set x and time axes so that the coordinate of the left edge of the object intersects with the 

time axis at (0, −n3). Now we take the TSV transform and compute the object width w′ in 

the TSV image in the 0th frame. I compute w′ by finding the region of x where the TSV 
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image V0(x, 0) is equal to or more than the threshold TV. 

w 

0 

x=vr(n+n3) 

x 

frame 

−w/vr−n3 

x=vr(n+n3)+w

−n3 
w/vr 

 

Figure 3.9 Spatio-temporal Image of a Moving Object 

(i) x<0, the TSV image V0(x,0) is, 

3( )

0 ( ,0) 1r r

x wn
v vV x e e

λ λ− + −⎛ ⎞
= −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ .
                    (3.23) 

Since V0(x,0)≥TV, 

3( )
1r r

x wn
v v

Ve e T
λ λ− + −⎛ ⎞

− ≥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ,

                       (3.24) 

or, 

3( ) ln
1 r

V
w

r v

Txn
v

e
λ

λ
−

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟− + ≥ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠

.
                     (3.25) 

So, the region of x is 

3 ln
1 r

Vr
r w

v

Tvx n v
e

λλ −

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟≥ + ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠

,
                       (3.26) 
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(ii) x≥0, the TSV image is  

3
0 ( ,0) 1 r

x w
n vV x e e

λ
λ

−
−

⎛ ⎞
= −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ .
                       (3.27) 

Since V0(x, 0)≥TV, 

3 1 r

x w
n v

Ve e T
λ

λ
−

−
⎛ ⎞
− ≥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ,
                         (3.28) 

or, 

31r

x w
nv

Ve e T
λ

λ
−

≤ − ,                      (3.29) 

or, 

( )3ln 1 n
V

r

x w e T
v

λλ −
≤ − .                  (3.30) 

So, the region of x is 

( )3ln 1 nr
V

vx w e Tλ

λ
≤ + − .                     (3.31) 

From (3.26) and (3.31), the region of x is, 

( )3
3 ln ln 1

1 r

nVr r
r Vw

v

Tv vn v x w e T
e

λ

λλ λ−

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟+ ≤ ≤ + −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠

.
       (3.32) 

The width w′ is computed, 

( )3
3ln 1 ln

1 r

n Vr r
V r w

v

Tv vw w e T n v
e

λ

λλ λ −

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟′ = + − − − ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠

,
          (3.33) 

or, 
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3

3
1ln 1 r

wn
vVr

r
V

e Tvw w n v e
T

λ λ

λ

−⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞−⎪ ⎪′ = − + −⎜ ⎟⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭ .
            (3.34) 

We can compute similarly in vr<0 case, so 

3

3
1ln 1 r

wn
vr V

r
V

v e Tw w n v e
T

λ λ

λ

−⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞−⎪ ⎪′ ⎜ ⎟= − + −⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭ .
          (3.35) 

We can determine the velocity resolution using the size w′ and its threshold. I set a 

condition that w′ should be more than or equal to a threshold Tw, 

ww T′ ≥ .                           (3.36) 

So, the relative velocity vr is within a specific velocity value vR that  

r Rv v≤ ,                          (3.37) 

where vR satisfies 

3

3
1ln 1 R

wn
vVR

w R
V

e TvT w n v e
T

λ λ

λ

−⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞−⎪ ⎪= − + −⎜ ⎟⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭ ,
              (3.38) 

In actual applications, I set several velocity bins for the TSV transform to cover the 

possible velocity range of the object, so the maximum relative velocity is the double of the 

velocity resolution. 

1max( )
2r resv v= ,                      (3.39) 

So, the range of the velocity resolution vres is,  

2res Rv v≤ .                         (3.40) 

Figure 3.10 is a graph of w′ vs vr where w=10 [pixels], TV=0.6, e−λ=0.91 and 
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n3=0,1,2,3,4, and 5 [frames]. When Tw=8, vR=0.38 and 0.06 for n3=0 and 5, respectively. 

Thus, the range of velocity resolution is computed, vres≤0.76 for n3=0 and vres≤0.12 for 

n3=5. 
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Figure 3.10 Extracted Object Size w′ vs Relative Velocity vr  

Figure 3.11 shows the extracted object size at various velocities. The vertical axis is the 

size w′ of the extracted object and the horizontal axis is the velocity v where v=v0−vr. I 

consider two objects, a tree with the size of 20 pixels that stays stationary, and a vehicle 

with the size of 30 pixels that moves at 2 [pixel/frame]. The green line shows w′ of the tree 

and the blue line shows w′ of the vehicle. I use n3=0 or 5, TV=0.6, and e−λ=0.91 for the TSV 

parameters. The vertical dashed line is v=1.8 [pixel/frame]. At this velocity, the size of the 

tree is diminished from 10 to 4 or 0 pixels for n3=0 or 5, respectively, while the size of the 

vehicle is diminished from 30 to 28 or 23 for n3=0 or 5, respectively. We can see that the 

TSV transform at v=1.8 effectively separates the objects using their velocities. 
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Figure 3.11 The Extracted Size w′ vs the TSV Velocity v 

3.4 Acceleration Control and Time Constant 

The acceleration range applicable to the TSV transform is controlled by the time 

constant λ in (3.10) in Section 3.1. If an object is accelerating, then the value of Vn(x ,v) is 

small. The larger the acceleration, the smaller the value of Vn(x ,v) becomes. Moreover, 

once acceleration exceeds a certain value, the object fails to appear as a blob in the TSV 

image. I derive the range of acceleration for the TSV transform using a one-dimensional 

image sequence. Suppose an object Ф with width wΦ [pixels] moves at acceleration a 

[pixel/frame2]. Let nФ be the frame number, where nФ=0 at the current frame. Also, suppose 

the velocity and position of object Ф are 0 and [0,wФ] at the current frame (nФ=0), 

respectively. We may express the trajectory of object Ф as the following formulae, 

)()()( 21 ΦΦΦ ≤≤ nxnxnx ,                    (3.41) 

where 
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ΦΦΦΦΦ +== wannxannx 2
2

2
1 2

1)(,
2
1)(

.           
(3.42) 

Frame nΦ 

x
wΦ 

 o 

Line Q: x=vnΦ+pObject blob Φ 

x2(nΦ) 

x1(nΦ) 

(x0a,n0a)

(x1a,n1a)

(x1b,n1b)

(x0b,n0b)
Current frame 

 

Figure 3.12 Object Blob Movement with Acceleration 

Now we consider the maximum value of Vn(x, v) at the present moment nΦ=0. (nΦ>0 is 

not defined for the future. I use only the nΦ≤0 range, defined as present or past.) 

Let line Q be y=vnΦ+x and the intersection points of line Q with x=x1(nΦ) and x=x2(nΦ) 

be (x0a, n0a), (x0b, n0b) and (x1a, n1a), (x1b, n1b) respectively.  

So the n0a, n0b, n1a and n1b can be computed: 

2 2

0 0

2 2

1 1

2 2, ,

2 ( ) 2 ( )
, ,

a b

a b

v v ax v v axn n
a a

v v a x w v v a x w
n n

a a
Φ Φ

− + + +
=

− + − + + −
= .

        (3.43) 

From (3.6), V0(x, v) can be computed: 

0

0 ( , ) ( )(1 ) n
n

n
V x v K vn x e eλ λ

Φ

−
Φ

=−∞

= + −∑
,
            (3.44) 

where in this case 

1 ( , ) is within the range of (3.40)
( )

0 otherwise.n

x n
K x

Φ

Φ⎧
= ⎨
⎩
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So (3.44) can be expressed using (x0a, n0a), (x0b, n0b), (x1a, n1a) and (x1b, n1b), 

0 1

0 1

0 ( , ) (1 )
b b

a a

n n
n n

n n n n
V x v e e eλ λλ Φ Φ

Φ Φ

−

= =

⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪= − −⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
∑ ∑

,
              (3.45) 

where each term is equal to 0 if there is no solution with line M and x=x1(nΦ) or x=x2(nΦ). 

Let D0 and D1 be defined as follows: 

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1

,  are real ,  are real
,

0 otherwise 0 otherwise
b a a b b a a bn n n n n n n n

D D
− −⎧ ⎧

= =⎨ ⎨
⎩ ⎩ .

 (3.46) 

D0, D1 is computed using (3.43) and (3.46), 

2

0 0
0

2

1 1
1

2 2
0 1

2 ,  are real

0 otherwise

2 ( )
,  are real

0 otherwise
8

.

a b

a b

v ax n nD a

v a x w
n nD a

wD D
a

Φ

Φ

⎧ +⎪= ⎨
⎪
⎩
⎧ + −
⎪= ⎨
⎪
⎩

− =

             (3.47) 

So, (3.45) can be expressed using n0a, D0 and D1: 

0 1
0 0 2

0 ( , ) b

D D
n DV x v e e e

λλ λ
+

−−⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪= −⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭ .

                   (3.48) 

By taking partial derivative by n0b and D1, 
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⎧ ⎫∂ ⎪ ⎪= − = ≥⎨ ⎬∂ ⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
∂⎧ ⎫+⎪ ⎪⎧ ⎫ ∂∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪= − − +⎨ ⎬⎨ ⎬∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭⎪ ⎪

⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
⎧ ⎫ ⎛ ⎞− ∂

= ≤ =⎨ ⎬ ⎜ ⎟∂⎩ ⎭ ⎝ ⎠
Q

     (3.49) 

So, V0(x,v) is a monotonically increasing function in terms of n0a and is a 

monotonically decreasing function in terms of D1. 

So n0b=0 and D1=0 (when Line Q is tangent to x=x2(nΦ) ) maximize V0(x,v). That is, 

awv Φ−= 2  and x=0. Thus we obtain the value V0(x, v), 

22

0 ( , ) 1
w
aV x v e

λΦ−
= − .                    (3.50) 

The condition is that the value V0(x, v) is larger than the threshold TV, 

( )ln 1
22

VT
w
a

λ
Φ

−
> −

.

                        (3.51) 

Thus, 

2
2 18 ln

1 V

a w
T

λ
−

Φ

⎛ ⎞
< ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠ .

                (3.52) 

For negative a, we can derive the range of a in a similar manner. The range of a is thus 

2 2
2 21 18 ln 8 ln

1 1V V

w a w
T T

λ λ
− −

Φ Φ

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
− < <⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟− −⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ .

         (3.53) 

The condition for the arbitrary frame nΦ can be obtained by analogy.  
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3.5 Noise Suppressive Property of the TSV Transform 

The TSV transform suppresses noise in the spatio-temporal image because it acts as a 

low-pass filter. Figure 3.13 shows the frequency response of the low-pass filter. As higher 

frequencies are attenuated, it suppresses noise. 
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Figure 3.13 Frequency Response of the TSV Transform 

In order to illustrate the above phenomenon, I consider the following binary image 

sequences with simulated noise: 
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          o                                x [pixel]                                   x [pixel]                                 x [pixel] 

                
              n [frame] 

(i) 100  - 
(ii)135   - 

(iii)200  - 

(a)                                              (b)                                               (c)  
Figure 3.14 One-dimensional Spatio-temporal Image with Different Noise Levels 

(i)    

(ii)    

(iii)    
(a)                      (b)                 (c) 

Figure 3.15 The Resulting TSV Images Performed over the Sequences in Figure 3.14. 

(i)     

(ii)    

(iii)    
(a)                     (b)                  (c) 

Figure 3.16 The Binarized TSV Images Performed over the Sequences in Figure 3.15 

In Figure 3.14, two objects (10 pixels wide) are moving at different velocities: 1 and 

−0.5 pixels per frame, respectively. Sequence (a) is a noise-free image sequence. Images (b) 

and (c) contain additional 5% and 10% ‘pixel noise’ respectively. ‘Pixel noise’ corresponds 

to a pixel inverted from 1 to 0 or 0 to 1 randomly with a uniform distribution. 

Figure 3.15 shows the resulting TSV images for the sequences in Figure 3.14 at the 
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100th, 135th and 200th frames. The images in Figure 3.16 are the result of binarization with 

a threshold of 0.7. It is evident from Figure 3.16 that the binarized TSV transform is 

relatively unaffected by the simulated noise.  

3.6 Grayscale and Color Extension of TSV Transform 

The input sequence of the TSV transform described above is a binary image sequence 

Kn(x), and the output of the transform is a grayscale image sequence that consists of pixels 

whose values range from ‘0’ to ‘1’. Here the input sequences are either grayscale or color 

images. I consider a color image to be three planes of grayscale images: namely, red, green 

and blue planes. Hence, I only need to discuss grayscale images In(x) in this section. We 

begin by applying to grayscale images the formula (3.6) we previously used for binary 

images: 

( ) ( )( , ) 1 ( ( ) )
n

k n
n k

k
V e e I k nλ λ− −

=−∞

= − − +∑x v v x
,          

(3.54)
 

Here, x=(x, y)T is the two-dimensional position vector, v=(vx, vy)T the two-dimensional 

velocity vector, and ( , )nV x v  the TSV image at the nth frame and λ a constant value. 

When the original images range over Imin≤ In(x) ≤ Imax all the numbers are positive, and 

( )(1 ) 1
n

k n

k
e eλ λ− −

=−∞

− =∑ , TSV images range over 

min max( , )nI V I≤ ≤x v .                      (3.55) 

So we can see that the TSV images are also grayscale images with the same range.  
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Let us discuss the response of object velocity in the original image. Suppose that the 

original image contains an object moving at velocity v0. Let us use f(x) as the texture of the 

object, then the image sequence around the object can be expressed as, 

0( ) ( )nI f n= −x x v .                      (3.56) 

By (3.54) and (3.56), the TSV transform over In(x) yields, 

0

0 0( , ) (1 ) (( ) )k
n

k
V e e f k nλ λ−

=−∞

= − − + −∑x v v v x v
.      

(3.57)
 

Equation (3.57) can also be expressed as the convolution between the filter Q(x) and 

the object texture 0( )f n−x v , 

0( , ) ( ) ( )nV Q f n= ⊗ −x v x x v ,                 (3.58) 

where 

0(1 ) where ( )     ( 0, 1, 2, )
( )

0 otherwise      

ke e k k
Q

λ λ−⎧ − = − = − −
= ⎨
⎩

x v v
x

L

.
      (3.59) 

Equation (3.59) gives us that the TSV transform blurs the object texture f(x). The 

strength of the blur depends on ||v−v0||. The larger ||v−v0||, the stronger the transform blurs. 

Particularly, when v=v0, 

0 0( , ) ( ) ( )n nV f n I= − =x v x v x .                (3.60) 

Equation (3.60) gives us that the TSV images are equal to the original images at v=v0. 

This amounts to saying that the TSV transform does not change the original image when 

v=v0. Using this feature, we can estimate the object velocity v0 by finding the optimum 

velocity v* that minimizes the difference between the TSV image and the original image: 
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( ) ( , ) ( )n n nd V I= −x x v x .                  (3.61) 

For color images, I use the sum of the differences of all color planes, 

color plane
( ) ( , ) ( )n n nd V I= −∑x x v x                (3.62) 

As shown above, the TSV transform keeps the object texture at the object velocity bin 

and blurs the image at other velocity bins. In order to illustrate this feature, I simulated the 

TSV transform over a sequence as shown in Figure 3.17. In the sequence, an object moves 

at a constant velocity (1, −1)T [pixel/frame]. The left picture in Figure 3.18 shows the TSV 

slices at the 50th frame. 25 slices are arranged in a 5 by 5 matrix where vx={−2, −1, 0, 1, 2} 

[pixel/frame] (horizontal) and vy={−2, −1, 0, 1, 2} [pixel/frame] (vertical). The right picture 

in Figure 3.18 shows the difference between the original image and the TSV image. The 

brighter intensity represents the larger difference. As shown in Figure 3.18, the TSV 

transform blurs the image except for the images corresponding to v=(0,0)T [pixel/frame] 

(background velocity) and v=(1,−1)T [pixel/frame] (object velocity). As can be seen in 

Figure 3.18, the TSV transform does not change the texture at a velocity bin corresponding 

the image velocity and blurs at other velocity bins. 

The boundaries of the TSV images in Figure 3.18 are black and the difference images 

are white. This is because the initial value of the TSV image is set to zero. 

    

 Pb 

Pf 

 

10th         20th         30th        40th          50th  

Figure 3.17. Input Image Sequence at the 10th, 20th, 30th, 40th and 50th Image. 
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(0,0) (1,0) (2,0) (-1,0) (-2,0) 

(-2,-1) (-1,-1) (0,-1) (1,-1) (2,-1) 

(-2,-2) (-1,-2) (0,-2) (1,-2) (2,-2) 

(-2,1) (-1,1) (0,1) (1,1) (2,1) 

(-2,2) (-1,1) (0,2) (1,2) (2,2) 

vx 

vy 

 
 

vy 

 

 

Figure 3.18. TSV Image V50(x, v) at 50th Frame (Upper) and the Difference Image 
|V50(x, v)−I50(x)| between the TSV Image and the Original Image I50(x). (Lower) 
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The graphs shown in Figure 3.19 are the difference maps at points Pf (left: field point) and 

Pb (right: object point) appearing in the 50th frame in Figure 3.17. 
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Figure 3.19. The Difference of the Velocity Maps and the Original Image 
at the 50th Frame at Pf and Pb in Figure 3.17. |Vn(Pf, v)−I50(Pf)| (Left)  

and |V50(Pb, v)−I50(Pb)| (Right). 
 

The axes are vx, vy and the difference. The left graph takes the minimum at v=(1,−1)T 

[pixel/frame] and the right graph takes the minimum at v=(0,0)T [pixel/frame]. The 

velocities that take these minima are equal to the object and background velocities, 

respectively. Thus, we can extract the object velocity by identifying the one that minimizes 

the difference between the original image and the TSV image. 

 

3.7 Local TSV Transform 

3.7.1 Reduction of Computational Load 

The TSV transform computes values for all points for the whole region in the velocity 

and position axes. However, the velocities and positions required for tracking applications 

are limited. Generally, only the velocities and positions around the object are necessary, as 
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object positions and velocities do not change so much in a short period of time. I set a small 

computational region around the point of interest for the TSV transform. This modified 

TSV transform shall be referred to as the “local TSV transform”. The local TSV transform 

computes only the values of points around the object. It requires some additional operations. 

The system needs the computational window to constantly shift as the tracking object 

moves. Let the center coordinates of the window be xc and vc, I compute the TSV transform 

Vn(x ,v) around (xc, vc), then find the optimum position x* and velocity v* that minimize 

the difference dn(x, v) between Vn(x, v) and the original image In(x) as shown in (3.61) or 

(3.62). 

Then the center coordinates xc and vc are updated using x* and v* 

xc  x*   and     vc v*.                 (3.63) 

This procedure makes the computational window track the object. As a result, the window 

xc and vc are the coordinates of the tracked object that are obtained without any association 

process. 

 

 

Position Position

Velocity Velocity 

Computational Region
Computational Region 

Point of interest 
 

Normal TSV Transform                   Local TSV Transform 

Figure 3.20 Illustration of Computational Ranges for Normal TSV Transform and 

Local TSV Transform 
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3.7.2 Window Deformation for Local TSV Transform 

The local TSV transform generally covers only one object per computational window 

when the object does not occlude another one. If it does, then two objects may be framed 

into one window during occlusion. The two objects influence the TSV image, thereby 

affecting the velocity computation. To minimize this influence, I propose to deform the 

computational window so that one window covers only one object. 

 

Object A 

Object B 

Computational region RA

Computational region RB

Deformed region RA’

Deformed region RB’ 

 

Figure 3.21 Computational Region and Deformed Region 

To obtain the shape of each computational window, I first find the region boundaries. 

The borderline between two windows is equal to the boundary of the front-end object. In 

the present project, the camera is in an almost upright position. Therefore, the lower object 

occludes the other, being in front of the other. Let the foreground object be A and the other 

object be B. I set the boundary at the edge of Object A. I approximate the shape of the 

object as an ellipse. I define the borderline as the tangent line that goes through the 

intersection of the ellipse and the line connecting the centroids of the two objects. Let the 

center coordinates be (xA, yA) and (xB, yB), the horizontal and vertical size of Object A be 2a 

and 2b, respectively. Then the ellipse A is expressed as 
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2 2

2 2

( ) ( ) 1A Ax x y y
a b
− −

+ = .                   (3.64) 

The line connecting the centroids of A and B is expressed as 
A A

B A B A

x x y y
x x y y
− −

=
− −

,                    (3.65) 

and the borderline tangent to the ellipse A is 

2 2

2 2 2 2

( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )B A A B A A B A B Ax x x x y y y y x x y y
a b a b

− − − − − −
+ = +

.
    (3.66) 

We obtain the respective deformed computational window for A and B from (3.65). In 

actual implementation, I set a small margin to the line so that the two computational 

windows do not overlap. 

Now, I allow a small amount of margin on the borderline, to get the following. 

2 2

2 2 2 2

( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

B A A B A A B A B A

x y x y

x x x x y y y y x x y y
a b a bδ δ δ δ
− − − − − −

+ < +
− − − −

         (3.67) 

2 2

2 2 2 2

( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

B A A B A A B A B A

x y x y
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         (3.68) 
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Figure 3.22 Deformed Regions 

The deformed region R′A (the intersection of (3.67) and the original window RA), does not 

cover object B. The region R′B, (the intersection of (3.68) and RB), does not cover object A. 

By taking the local TSV transform solely for the deformed regions R′A and R′B, we can 

avoid the influence of the texture in each window. 

   

          A                       B          C 

Figure 3.23 Original Image and TSV image for Each Object 

Figure 3.23 shows the original image and the TSV image for each object. Figure 3.23-A 

shows the original image. We can see that a player in white uniform occludes the player in 
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red. Figure 3.23-B is the TSV image for the player in white, and Figure 3.23-C is the TSV 

image for the player in red. We can see only one player image appears in each TSV image. 

This comes from the deformation of the computation range so that one range covers only 

one person. 

3.8  Results 

3.8.1 Object Segmentation by TSV 

Figure 3.24 shows a 1/10 sub-sampled image sequence from a total of 100 frames with 

the rate of 15 frames/sec. Each image contains three sub-images: the one-dimensional 

binary image, the TSV image and the original image, arranged in descending order. The 

vertical axis of the TSV image is the velocity axis; the three horizontal axes correspond to 

the same coordinate. In the captured scene, two paths run perpendicular to the optical axis 

of the camera. People walking on these paths were recognized as human blobs in the 

sequence. The human blobs representing persons moving on the closer path are larger than 

those on the distant path. After segmentation, each segmented blob is marked by a rectangle 

superimposed on the original image. I use the blob width of the binary TSV image for the 

rectangle width; the height of the rectangle is four times the width in each case. 
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Figure 3.24 Results of Human Segmentation 

Figure 3.24 shows that no blob is missed in the sequence. Also, this system segments 

(i) the relatively small blobs, (ii) the blobs with intensities similar to that of the background, 

and (iii) the blobs that are completely occluded. 

3.8.2 Noise Removal by Velocity 

Figure 3.25 shows a sequence in which vehicles move behind bushes. The images are 

shown every fifth frame (330msec, 15fps). Each arrow shows the position of a vehicle. 

Figure 3.26 shows the binary images after background subtraction corresponding to the 

image sequence in Figure 3.25, and Figure 3.27 is the result of the TSV transform over the 

images in Figure 3.26.  

I use horizontal velocities vx for the TSV transform. This means that the TSV results are 

originally three-dimensional images consisting of x, y and vx. In this experiment, however, I 

superimposed them along the velocity axis into two-dimensional images shown in Figure 

3.27. Because of the movement of leaves, the binary images have so much noise that it is 

difficult to tell the object silhouettes from the noise. If we have information on the velocity 
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range of the objects, then the TSV transform efficiently removes the noise. In the sequence 

shown in Figure 3.26, the vehicles move at velocities with a certain range. I set the TSV 

velocity range to that velocity range. Figure 3.27 shows that the noise from the movement 

of leaves is suppressed effectively by using the TSV transform.  

 

     
Figure 3.25. Original Images 

     

Figure 3.26. Binary Images after Background Subtraction 

     

Figure 3.27. Binary Images of the TSV Transformed Image Using Binary Images 

3.8.3 Local TSV Transform 

Figure 3.28 shows the sequence of the original image (1) and (3), and the TSV image for 

two players (2) and (4), during their occlusion. As we can see in the TSV images (2) and (4), 

a player in red does not affect the TSV images for the player in white; the reverse is also 

true. This comes from the deformation of the computational window so that one window 

covers only one person. Also, in Figure 3.28, all tracking objects are located at the center in 

the TSV images. This proves that the local TSV transform successfully tracks the occluded 
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persons. 

(1)
        

(2)
        

(3)
        

(4)
        

Figure 3.28 Sequence of Tracking Image and TSV Image During the Occlusion of 

Two Players 
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数式セクション        4 

Chapter 4 

 

Interaction Recognition System 

 

This system recognizes two-person interactions using lateral-view image sequences. I 

consider a sidewalk situation in which people walk in front of the camera. The system 

tracks the persons and classifies the interaction between the two persons. The interactions 

are called “Simple Interaction Units (SIUs)”, which are atomic interactions between two 

persons based on their stopping-moving patterns. As described by Table 1.1, SIUs include 

MEET (two persons meet from different directions), APART (two persons apart, moving on 

different directions) and PASS (two persons pass each other). In this application, the TSV 

transform contributes to be human segmentation process. Since a number of occlusions 

occur in lateral-view images, a method to separate the occluded persons is an important part 

of this system. Thus, the TSV transform plays a significant role in this system. Section 4.1 

of this chapter presents an overview describing the structure of this system. Section 4.2, 

Human Tracking, explains the process to generate the human trajectories from image 

sequences. Interaction Models and Classification (Section 4.3) defines the SIU and states 

the method of classifying the two persons’ trajectories into SIUs. Section 4.4, Hardware 

Implementation, shows a hybrid system that combines several embedded cameras and one 
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PC, which enables us to cover wide field of view. Results are demonstrated in Section 4.5. 

 

4.1 Application Overview 

I focus on tracking persons walking along a sidewalk from lateral-view image 

sequences. There may be more than one sidewalk in the view of the camera. Each image 

may contain objects of different sizes, as the persons are viewed at different distances from 

the camera. Occlusion occurs frequently between two objects. Only movements parallel to 

the image plane are captured; movements perpendicular to the image plane are not captured. 

Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the system, which involves four steps: (i) background 

subtraction, which separates a foreground image from a background image; (ii) object 

extraction, which picks out standing object blobs from other foreground blobs and converts 

two-dimensional binary images to a one-dimensional binary image; (iii) the TSV transform, 

which analyzes pixel velocity and groups together pixels with similar velocities; and (iv) 

blob association, which identifies each blob. In the following sections, I discuss each of 

these topics in detail. 

4.1.1 Assumptions 

This application makes the following assumptions: 

(i) The camera is fixed. 

Since the background does not move over the frames, the background 

subtraction can be used to separate the foreground blobs. 

(ii) The optical axis of the camera is roughly parallel to the ground. 
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(iii) Humans are taller than the camera height 

The camera is set at a human torso level. This assumption yields that all the 

human blobs intersect the horizon line. 

(iv) Humans move roughly parallel to the camera face. 

Due to this assumption, all humans move horizontally. So I only focus on the 

horizontal one-dimensional movement of the human. 

Image sequences 

Background Subtraction

Standing Object 
Extraction

TSV Transform 

Blob Association 

In(x)        Image sequences 

Kn(x)      Background-subtracted image sequence

Jn(x)        Human extracted image sequences

*( , )nV x v       Binary TSV image sequence 

Notation 
x,y:coodinate in the image 
n:frame order 
v:velocity 

Extracting foreground image

Extracting standing object

Convert to pixel velocity

Associate human blobs

Human Coordinate
estimates 

 

Figure 4.1 System Overview 
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4.1.2 Background Subtraction 

The background is fixed in the image sequences of interest in this paper, while the 

foreground contains moving human objects. I attempt to set them apart by the following 

procedure. I define that a pixel belongs to the foreground if the absolute difference between 

the pixel and the background pixel exceeds a fixed threshold, 

1 ( ) ( )
( )

0 otherwise.
n B

n
I B Th

K
⎧ − >

= ⎨
⎩

x x
x                    (4.1) 

where x=(x,y) are the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the images, K(x) is the 

binarized image, I(x) is the original image and B(x) is the stored background image. ThB(n) 

is the threshold for binarization in the nth frame. The value of the threshold is estimated 

dynamically in order to keep the amount of isolated noise at a ‘reasonable’ level. Table 4.1 

shows the relationship between the image quality, threshold ThB(n) and the number of 

isolated pixel Ni(n). 

Table 4.1 The Relationship Between the Image Quality, the Threshold ThB(n), the 
Number of Isolated Pixels Ni(n) and the Binary Image Kn(x) 

 High threshold Low threshold 

Image quality High Low 

Isolated pixels Ni(n) Few Many 

The example binary image Kn(x)

(Background subtracted binary 
image) 
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Isolated pixel 

Binary image 

 
Figure 4.2 The Isolated Pixel 

 

Isolated noise refers to ‘1’-valued pixels surrounded by ‘0’-valued pixels in the Kn(x) 

image. I use an iterative algorithm to choose the threshold ThB(n). ThB(n) can be obtained 

using ThB(n−1), as follows: 

ThB(n) = ThB(n−1) + τ x {Ni(n)−Nt}.               (4.2) 

Here, Nt is the desired number of isolated noise pixels and τ (>0) is the convergence 

coefficient. Through iterative computation, the threshold ThB(n) converges to an asymptotic 

value when the system keeps ThB(n) in a certain range. At the same time, Ni(n) converges to 

Nt. Thus, the asymptotic value of ThB(n) is a threshold that generates Nt isolated pixels in a 

binary image Kn(x). By choosing suitable parameters for Nt and τ, this method keeps the 

threshold ThB(n) at an appropriate value that neither misses human blobs nor makes the 

binary image too noisy. 

Usually, the threshold ThB(n) converges to a value that generates noisy, but useful, 

images. In this computation, the target number Nt represents the quality of the image. I 

assume that, within a certain range of ThB(n), Nt and Ni(n), the quality of the image is a 

monotonically decreasing function of the amount of the isolated noise Ni(n), which in turn 

is a monotonically decreasing function of the threshold ThB(n). This feedback process 

enables us to separate the blobs with intensities similar to that of the background. I control 
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noise levels to be constant across all binary images. 

4.1.3 Standing Object Extraction and TSV Transform 

The standing object extraction process allows us to obtain standing object blobs from a 

binarized image K(x) using Region A, which is a stripe that covers a small area above and 

below the horizon line. The horizon line is set manually to correspond to the height of the 

camera lens Zc. I define a standing object ⎯ corresponding to a human object ⎯ as a object 

that intersects with Region A. Since I am interested in standing objects, I remove any noise 

whose origin is not a standing object by limiting the viewing range within Region A. I take 

a vertical projection within Region A and re-binarize it at a certain threshold ThH to 

generate a one-dimensional binary image sequence: 

1 ( )
( )

0 otherwise,

b

a

y

n H
y yn

K Th
J x =

⎧
>⎪= ⎨

⎪
⎩

∑ x
                (4.3) 

Here, ThH is a threshold that is constant in all situations and ya and yb are the parameters of 

Region A. The parameters ya and yb for Region A are derived in Appendix I. 

Generally speaking, an object extraction method that is designed to track relatively large 

blobs tends to recognize smaller blobs as noise and ignore them. When capturing small 

blobs, the system will suffer from noise interference problems. The system successfully 

avoids this difficulty because it is independent of blob size; I extract objects solely based on 

whether they intersect the horizon line. 

For example, the tree noise at the top left of Figure 4.3 is eliminated because it does not 

intersect with Region A, and so is the shadow of a person. 
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Figure 4.3 An Example of the Object Extraction Process 

 
Now, the TSV transform is applied to the one-dimensional binary image sequence Jn(x). 

The resulting binary TSV image in the current n frame *( )nV x  is computed: 

*( ) Binarize [TSV{ ( )}]
Vn n TV J x=x                 (4.4) 

as described earlier in (3.6) and (3.11). 

4.2 Human Tracking 

The human tracking process identifies various blobs, which until this stage are just 

compact groups of pixels. Tracking consists of iterative implementation of three steps: (i) 

extracting the features of the blobs obtained in the current frame, (ii) choosing the blob that 

seems most likely to have the same features as one of the previously tracked blobs, based 
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on the Mahalanobis distance, and (iii) judging the most likely candidate blob to see if it is 

similar enough to the previously tracked blob, based on a Bayesian posterior probability 

measure. 

Blob area size (ζa) 

Horizontal projection (χp)

Blob 

Horizontal size (ζh) 

Vertical texture (χt) 

 
Figure 4.4 Features Used for Identification 

 

I take into account the following four features: the horizontal size of the blob (ζh), the 

blob area size (ζa), the vertical texture (χt) and the horizontal projection of the binary blob 

(χp). These features are defined as follows: 
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The difference values aζ ′ , hζ ′ , tχ′ , pχ′ from the features of the tracked objects are then 

calculated, as well as the blob acceleration in the image coordinate from the previously 

tracked blob (η). For every possible combination of the candidate blobs and the tracked 

blobs, we calculate these features. These variables are assumed to be independent of one 

another and are a measure of similarity to the tracked object, computed as follows: 

Let 

( ) ,
22 2

l

tracking

l

tracking

y
trackingppp

y
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nn
v

nn
xx
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           (4.6) 

where 

Table 4.2 Notation for Eq (4.6) 
ζatracking  The area size of the tracked human blob 
ζhtracking The horizontal size of the tracked human blob 
χttracking The vertical texture of the tracked blob 
χptracking The horizontal projection of the tracked blob 
nl The frame number in which the last blob joins the tracked blob 
vtracking The velocity of the tracked blob at the nlth frame 
xtracking The horizontal position of the tracked blob at the nlth frame 

 

Similar to work by Oliver et al. [2], we determine the most likely candidate to be the 

blob that has the minimal Mahalanobis distance based on five features ( aζ ′ , hζ ′ , tχ′ , pχ′ ,η). 
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where σa
2, σh

2, σt
2, σp

2, and ση
2 are the variance for aζ ′ , hζ ′ , tχ′ , pχ′  and η, respectively. 

These variances are obtained from the training set. 

After selecting the most likely candidate blob, we need to determine if it is similar 

enough to the tracked blob. In the training phase, I used pairs from training images and 

manually categorized whether they belong to the same tracked object (ω) or not (ω ). I 

calculated the a priori conditional probability p(u|ω), p(u|ω ) for the parameter vector 

u={ aζ ′ , hζ ′ , tχ′ , pχ′ ,η} by using a test sequence. In this application, p(u|ω), )|( ωup  are 

assumed to have a normal distribution, and are obtained by computing the variance and 

mean for each category ω and ω . In the test phase, I calculated the posterior probability 

P(ω |u) and )|( uωP  using Bayes’ rule: 

)(
)()|()|(

)(
)()|()|(

u
uu

u
uu

p
PpP

p
PpP

ωωω

ωωω

=

=

.

                    (4.8) 

The most-likely candidate blob joins the tracked blob if P(ω|u) > )|( uωP . 

4.3 Interaction Modeling and Classification 

In this section, I develop a model for interactions and classify them using their trajectory 

shapes. The trajectory of the center coordinates of the blob defines the human trajectory. I 

first extract the interesting trajectory features. Once they are obtained, I detect the 

interaction moment and adopt the nearest mean method to classify the interactions into 
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what we call Simple Interaction Units (SIU), which I discuss in the following. The other 

components of the classification process are dealt with in the subsequent subsections. 

4.3.1 Simple Interaction Unit 

Human interactive activity is often complex. To recognize complex two-person 

interactions, I define SIUs. SIUs are given in Table 4.4. For the present application, I 

consider every human activity to be a combination of two motion states: moving and being 

still, as well as the state of being in transition between these two states. My model 

decomposes complex human interactions into simple components based on change of the 

two states. Denoting a “moving” state as SM and “being still” as SS, a state transition is 

represented as either SS→SM or SM→SS. When at least one of the two persons changes his 

or her state, the interaction is an SIU. Table 4.3 shows the possible state transitions and the 

resulting SIUs and Table 4.4 gives a short description of each of the SIUs. The icons in 

Table 4.4 appear in our results in Section 4.5.4. 

Table 4.3 SIU and Motion State Transitions of Each Person 
Person2    

Person1 SS→SM SM→SS SS SM 
SS→SM APART    
SM→SS STOPGO MEET   

SS LEAVE STOP STANDSTILL  
SM FOLLOW WALKSTOP PASS1 PASS2 

TAKEOVER 
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Table 4.4 SIU Types 
SIU Description icon 

APART Two people start walking in different directions  
FOLLOW One stationary person starts following another walking person  

LEAVE One person leaves another stationary person  
MEET Two people meet from different directions  
PASS1 One person passes by another stationary person  
PASS2 Two people pass each other from the opposite direction  
STOP One person stops in front of another stationary person  

TAKEOVER One person passes by another person walking in the same direction  
WALKSTOP Two people walk together, then one of them stops  

STOPGO One person starts walking when the other stops  

4.3.2 Feature Extraction 

In order to classify the trajectory shapes I extract four features: (i) the relative distance 

d(n) between two persons, (ii) the slope sr(n) of the relative distance d(n), and (iii) and (iv) 

the slopes s1(n) and s2(n) of position p1(n) and p2(n) (in the nth frame) of each human blob. 

The quantities p1(n) and p2(n) are defined as the horizontal center coordinates of the blobs. 

These slopes are computed using a finite impulse response filter fr(n).  

Let, 

d(n)=|p1(n)−p2(n)|,                     (4.9) 

then, 

sr(n)=fr(n)*d(n)  ,  s1(n)=fr(n)*p1(n) ,  s2(n)=fr(n)*p2(n),   (4.10) 

where 

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧ ≤≤

++=
otherwise0

)12)(1(
3

)( Tn-T
TTT

n
nfr

.
            (4.11) 
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The slope filter fr(n) calculates the regression slope of the (2T+1) consecutive points 

centered at n. In the case of sr(n), we obtain the slope using the regression in [51] by taking 

the covariance between d(n) and n over the variance of n, which is expressed as the 

convolution between fr(n) and d(n).  

Since the distance between each human and the camera may differ, the features are 

normalized by the distance. The horizontal size of the human is used to approximate the 

distance of the human from the camera. In order to reduce the effect of large variations in 

the trajectory features, we apply a hyperbolic tangent normalization. Let )(~ nd , )(~ nsr , )(~
1 ns  

and )(~
2 ns  be the normalized features of d(n), sr(n), s1(n) and s2(n), respectively. We 

compute: 
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        (4.12) 

Here, D is the alignment coefficient. D is twice the horizontal size as that of the blob. 

4.3.3 Interaction Moment Detection and SIU Recognition 

Our system detects two types of interaction moments, namely the tangible and potential 

interaction moments, using five features, )(~
1 ns , )(~

2 ns , )(~ nd , p1(n) and p2(n). We define the 

tangible interaction moment as the moment at which at least one of the values ( sThns −)(~
1 ) 

and ( sThns −)(~
2 ) change sign, provided that dThnd <)(~ . The potential interaction moment 

is defined as the moment at which the value {p1(n)-p2(n)} changes sign. Upon detection of 
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either a tangible or a potential interaction moment, the system performs the SIU 

recognition. 

 

Time

Position 
Human trajectory 

Tangible interaction 
occurs 

 

Time 

Position

Human trajectory 

Potential interaction occurs 
 

Figure 4.5 A Tangible Interaction and a Potential Interaction 
 

When an interaction moment is detected, the system recognizes its SIU using the feature 

matrix M. Let C(n) be the set of aligned features )(~ nd , )(~ nsr , )(~
1 ns  and )(~

2 ns . Let np be 

the current frame. Matrix M is generated by concatenating (2l+1) sets of C(n), which is 

taken every Rth frame and centered at np. We obtain: 
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(4.13) 

I use the nearest mean method to classify interactions. Let NM be the number of interesting 

interaction types. The features of interaction models for the types 1,2,..NM can be expressed 

as M1,M2,…MNM
 and the features of an unknown interaction as M. M is assigned the 

category label ω (ω ∈{1,2,…NM} that minimizes the difference between category model 

Mω and M: 

{ }MM −ωω
min

.
                      (4.14) 

Each category model Mπ for SIU π (π∈{1…NM}) is generated from training sequences. 

We manually categorized the training sequences into NM SIU types. We generate the model 
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Mπ for SIU model π by taking the average value of the feature matrix Mπn of the training 

sequence: 

∑
=

=
πN

nN 1
π

π
π n

1 MM
,
                      (4.15) 

where Nπ is the number of training sequences that are manually categorized to π.  

4.4 Hardware Design 

The application described in the previous sections is a PC-based system that uses only 

one camera. Thus, the observation range is limited to one camera view. In order to cover a 

wider observation range, several cameras are necessary. However, the number of cameras 

that can be connected to a PC is limited to one or two because the PC power is limited. This 

section introduces an embedded camera that reduces the load on the PC by performing a 

part of the PC task. I discuss the optimal division of the tasks that maximizes the number of 

cameras that can be connected to a PC. 

In designing the surveillance system, I considered an optimal division of tasks between 

the embedded system and the PC-based system that takes full advantage of the unique 

characteristics of each. For example, a statically schedulable and fine granularity process 

such as an image differencing operation is more effectively performed on an embedded 

processor, whereas a database operation is more effectively performed with a PC-based 

system. In order to optimize the division of tasks between the embedded and PC-based 

systems, the computational complexity of each operation and the transfer rate and overall 

suitability of each processor were evaluated. 
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In the discussion below, I evaluate the way to divide the tasks. I use the computational 

complexity and data transfer rate to determine the division of tasks. The computational 

complexity is defined as the total number of operations such as addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and comparison. 

Background
Subtraction

Vertical 
Projection

TSV 
Transform 

Binarization 

Labeling Blob Feature 
Extraction 

Blob 
Association

Interaction 
Classification

Video 
Sequence

Interaction 
Type 

1 2 3 4 
5 

6 7 8 9 

B C D E 

F GHI 

Crop 
40x320 

A 

 

Figure 4.6 Overview of Single Camera System with Process Tasks A-I 
and Process Connection 1-9. 

 

4.4.1 Crop (A) 

In order to extract persons, an SHxSV image is cropped out into an SHxRV region, where 

SH, SV are the horizontal, vertical size of the image and RV is the height of the region. This 

region is Region A in Section 4.1.3. Since the output size of the image is SHxRV pixels and 

each pixel consists of 8-bit data, the rate of data transfer to the next process is estimated as 

8SHRV  [bits/frame]. 
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SV 
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RV 

 
Figure 4.7 Image Size and Cropping Area 

4.4.2 Background Subtraction (B) 

Then, a simple background subtraction and binarization segment the foreground region 

using the threshold ThB, (Section 4.1.2). 

Since this process consists of one subtraction and one thresholding process for each 

pixel, SHxRVx2 is chosen as an estimate of the computational complexity per frame. Since 

the output data is an SHxRV binary image, the data transfer rate to the next stage is estimated 

as SHxRV [bits/frame].  

4.4.3 Vertical Projection (C) 

In order to reduce the noise, the entire image of the size SHxRV is vertically projected 

which is then re-binarized by a threshold ThH. This process yields a one-dimensional image 

Jn(x) (Section 4.1.3). 

For this process, the system performs RV additions and one comparison for each vertical 

line, so SHx(RV+1) gives an estimate of the computational complexity per frame, while SH 

[bits/frame] is the estimate of the data transfer rate. 
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4.4.4 The TSV Transform (D) 

Here the TSV transform is used to segment the moving persons in (4.4). Since the TSV 

transform consists of two multiplications and one addition for each pixel in SHxVH image, I 

estimate SHxVVx3 computations per frame as the computational complexity. The TSV 

transform generates an 8-bit grayscale image, so the transfer rate is SHxVVx8 [bits/frame]. 

4.4.5 Binarization of the TSV Image (E) 

To group pixels with a similar velocity together, I binarize the TSV image by a fixed 

threshold ThV in (4.4). For binarization, I compute one comparison at each TSV point. This 

translates into SHxVV computations per frame and results in a data transfer rate of SHxVV 

bits/frame. 

4.4.6 Labeling (F) 

A labeling method connects the surrounding ‘1’-valued pixels in the binary image. For 

each pixel, the four points surrounding it are the candidates for the connection. The process 

involves two comparisons per pixel in deciding the connection. Since the image size is 

SHxVV, I estimate 2SHxVV  for the computational complexity. The process outputs an 

SHxVV matrix array of an 8-bit code. The 8-bit code represents the labeling number. The 

data transfer rate is estimated as 8SHxVV  [bits/frame]. 

 

4.4.7 Feature Extraction (G) 

In identifying each object blob, we use features such as blob area, blob width, position 
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and velocity (Section 4.2). I estimate that there is one computation for each feature when 

scanning the entire matrix array. Thus, my estimation is 8SHxVV  operations per frame. The 

output of the feature extraction is an array of feature values. I assume that the system 

extracts 20 blobs and that the feature size is 8 bytes per blob. The data transfer rate is thus 

1280 bits/frame. 

4.4.8 Blob Association (H) 

In order to track human blobs, I associate the blobs across the frames using feature 

similarities (Section 4.2). I compute a feature similarity between possible combinations of 

the blobs in consecutive frames. Since I assume that there are 20 blobs in the frame, the 

number of possible combinations is 20x20 pairs. For each blob similarity computation, we 

have 4 subtractions and 4 multiplications. So the computational complexity would be 6400 

multiply-accumulates. Since the output of the blob association is the positional information, 

the data transfer rate is 320 bits/frame. 

4.4.9 Interaction Classification (I) 

The system determines an interaction using the human trajectories. This process 

classifies an interaction type using trajectory shapes. It compares the current model to a 

predetermined interaction models and determines its classification. This process has more 

than 10k operations per frame (Section 4.3). 

4.4.10 Evaluating Processes by Data Transfer Rate and Computational Complexity 

Figure 4.8 depicts the variation of the data transfer rate (left axis) and the 
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computational complexity (right axis) as functions of the processes involved in our system. 

For the actual computation, it is assumed that the system digitized a 30 [fps] 

monochrome video signal into a 320x240 image sequence. Furthermore, the applicable 

computation cycle of the system ranges from 10Hz to 30Hz. Also, RV=30 [pixels] and 

VV=40 [pixels] are used. Based on these assumptions, I assigned stages A through E to the 

embedded system, while stages F through I were handled by the PC based system. The 

overall surveillance system is feedforward. I partition the blocks to maximize the embedded 

computations and minimize the amount of data transfer from the embedded system to the 

PC. 
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Figure 4.8 Data Transfer Rate and Computational Complexity 
 

4.4.11 Constraints Based on Computational Complexity and Transfer Rate 

I seek an optimal division of tasks in the surveillance system to provide the maximum 
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overall performance. “Maximum overall performance” means that the system covers the 

maximum total view-range in real-time. It is assumed that the system consists of one PC 

and several embedded cameras, so the total viewing range depends on the number of 

embedded cameras. The number of connectable embedded cameras NC depends on several 

variables and constants, shown in Table 4.5.  

 

Table 4.5 Variables and Constants Affect the Number of Connectable Cameras 
c The total computational complexity for embedded system [operations/frame] 
CE The upper limit of computational ability of the embedded system [operations/sec] 
CP The upper limit of computational ability of the PC [operations/sec] 
Ctotal Total computational complexity of whole system [operations/frame] 
TEP The upper limit of transfer rate from the embedded system to the PC [bits/sec] 
T Transfer rate from the embedded system to the PC [bits/frame] 
f Computational cycle [Hz] 

 

First, a task of the embedded system should be less than or equal to the embedded 

system’s capability. So we have the constraint 

fc≤CE .                         (4.16) 

Next, the task of PC NCf{Ctotal-c} also must be less than or equal to the PC’s processing 

capability. So  

{ }C total PCN f C c C− ≤ .                     (4.17) 

Finally, we need to consider the line capacity between the embedded system and the PC. 

I assume that the data transfer line is connected to every embedded system and the PC, such 

as an ethernet connection. The total data transfer rate is necessarily less than or equal to the 

data line capability. Thus, 
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NCfT≤TEP .                        (4.18) 

By rewriting (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18), 

( ),
PC

C
total

CN
f C c

≤
−

                      (4.19) 

,f
Cc E≤                          (4.20) 

.
EP

C
TN
fT

≤                          (4.21) 

CE, CP and TEP are estimated as shown in Table 4.5. CE is obtained by experiment. CP is 

approximated from the execution time of the whole system. Additional assumptions are that 

the transfer line is 10Mbps and TEP is to 30% of it. 

Table 4.6 Estimation of CE, CP and TEP. 
CE 100,000 [operations/sec] 
CP 500,000 [operations/sec] 
TEP 3M [bits/sec] 

 

Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 are graphs showing the number of connectable embedded 

cameras NC with respect to the boundary of the embedded system and the PC. I consider 

two values for f, 30Hz and 10Hz, shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, respectively. An 

embedded-PC boundary may be set at any process connection 2-8. I consider process 

connection 2-6 and represent them on the horizontal axis. On this axis I also illustrate the 

computational complexity c assigned to the embedded camera. The vertical axis is the 

number of connectable embedded cameras NC. 

The three conditions (4.19)−(4.21) must be satisfied to have a valid NC. The 
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computational complexity c and the process connection 2-6 should be taken into account 

because conditions (4.19) and (4.20) are based on c, while condition (4.21) is based on the 

process connection. 

Computational complexity c and process connection 2-6 are presented on the same axis 

in order to show (4.19) through (4.21) in a single graph. For each value of c to which there 

is a corresponding process connection, the numbers of the connection 2-6 are added. 

The valid area for c and NC is shown as the shaded area, that is the cross section area of 

conditions (4.19)−(4.21). Process connection 2-6 that meet the conditions of Eq. (4.19)

−(4.21) are marked with a large square or triangle for 30Hz or 10Hz, respectively. The 

maximum NC, namely f for the 30Hz system and f for the 10Hz, is thus obtained. 
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Figure 4.9 The Number of Connectable Cameras NC and the Computational 
Complexity c Assigned for the Embedded Systems to Achieve 30 frames/sec.  

The Shaded Area is the Region Meeting Constraints (4.19)−(4.21). 
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Figure 4.10 The Number of Connectable Cameras NC and the Computational 
Complexity c Assigned for the Embedded Systems to Achieve 10 frames/sec.  

The Shaded Area Meets Constraints (4.19)−(4.21). 
 

Table 4.7 Possible Divisions of Tasks and the Number of Connectable Cameras 
30Hz 10Hz 

Each division 
of task 

The number of 
connectable 
embedded 
cameras 

Each division of 
task 

The number of 
connectable embedded 

cameras 

(a) 2 (a) 8 
(b) 3 (b) 9 

(c) 2  
(d) 12 

 

I determined the computational frequency as 10Hz, and then I find the optimal division 

of tasks (d) as shown Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11 Division of Tasks between the Embedded and PC-based Platforms. 
 

4.4.12 Dataflow Modeling and Ptolemy Simulation 

The previous section determines the tasks to be assigned to the embedded system. This 

section discusses the design and simulation of the embedded system using Ptolemy Classic 

[54]. Figure 4.12 shows a block diagram of the embedded system on Ptolemy Classic. 

Figure 4.13 gives the result of simulation. Figure 4.12 follows the same steps as the block 

diagram discussed in Figure 4.6. 

Crop: A 
Background Subtraction: B

Vertical Projection: C TSV Transform: D  

Figure 4.12 System Design in Ptolemy Classic 0.7.1. 
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20           40         60           80          100 [frame] 

Figure 4.13 Results of the Ptolemy Classic 0.7.1 Simulation. 
 

Figure 4.13 shows the input image sequence at the 20th, 40th, 60th, 80th and 100th 

frame (top rows) and the resulting TSV image at each corresponding frame (bottom rows). 

The horizontal axis of the original images and the TSV images is compatible. The vertical 

axes of the TSV images are velocity axes. The intensity indicates the measure of existence 

at a given position and velocity. Thus, a bright blob in the TSV image represents a human 

blob consisting of pixels with similar velocities and locations. Actually, we can see that the 

bright blobs are located in the same horizontal coordinates as the persons. The Ptolemy 

Classic simulation results were validated by comparing them with a previous PC 

implementation. The same result were obtained for the two experiments. 

4.4.13 Hardware Design 

With the specifications described in Table 4.8, we designed hardware to perform the 

tasks that were simulated in Ptolemy Classic. Figure 4.14 is a diagram of the embedded 

system. Figure 4.15 is a top view picture of the hardware. 

Table 4.8 Hardware Specification. 
CPU Hitachi H8/3048F Microprocessor, 16-bit CISC, 16 MHz 
Memory Mitsubishi Multi-port DRAM M5M442256 (1Mbit x 4) 
Implementation Hitachi C Compiler/Assembler 
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Figure 4.14 Diagram of the Hardware Design: NTSC National Television System 

Committee, PLL Phase Locked Loop, and A/D Analog-to-digital Converter. 
 

Analog Part

Multi-port DRAM

Microprocessor

 
Figure 4.15 Picture of Hardware Design. 

 

The design consists of a video digitizing circuit, two 4 M-bit multi-port DRAM and a 

16-bit microprocessor. The video clock is generated using a synchronization signal 

composed in the video signal. The data rate to the multi-port DRAM is 2 M bits/frame. The 

multi-port DRAMs obtain image data using their serial bus, and export memory data using 

the DRAM interface. The microprocessor has a DRAM access port that facilitates coding. 
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4.5 Results 

This section reports the results on human segmentation, human tracking and human 

interaction recognition using a desktop personal computer. Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 present 

the results of human motion tracking and interaction classification. Section 4.5.3 shows the 

result of hardware implementation. The system tracked a total of 124 sequences. Each 

sequence consists of 3,000 – 10,000 images. Some sample sequences are presented in 

Section 4.5.4. 

I captured the image sequences using a Sony VX-2000 digital video camera and 

converted them into Windows AVI files, in 15 frame/sec sequences of 320x240 pixel 

grayscale images. A Pentium IV 1.2 GHz Windows XP machine executed our program, 

written in C++. The program performed the tracking and interaction recognition procedures 

using a video sequence (Windows AVI file) in real time, which is more than 15 frames per 

second. 

4.5.1 Human Motion Tracking 

A sequence of 1,000 images is used to obtain the parameters for tracking, namely σa
2, 

σh
2, σt

2, σp
2, and ση

2 (as shown in (4.7) ) and p(u|ω) and p(u|ω ) (shown in (4.8) ). I 

assigned 41 velocity bins for the TSV transform. I used six long sequences containing 182 

persons. Table 4.9 shows the results of the human segmentation process (background 

subtraction, human extraction, TSV transform and binarization). Table 4.10 shows the 

results of tracking each human object. 
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Table 4.9 Results of Human Segmentation 
Scene Number of humans 

appearing in the image 
sequences 

Number of correctly 
segmented humans 

Number of lost 
humans 

1 12 12 0 
2 14 13 1 
3 8 8 0 
4 64 60 4 
5 84 79 5 
6 12 12 0 

Total 182 172 10 

 

Table 4.10 Result of Human Tracking 
Number of persons tracked 159

Occurrences of correctly tracked person 123
Occurrences of losing track of person 5 

Occurrences of tracking a wrong person  31 
 

Here, “correctly tracked person” refers to the number of persons whose motion was tracked 

as one person throughout. 

The TSV transform generates blobs by relating pixels that have similar positions and 

velocities. Thus the system does not successfully separate blobs if their position and 

velocity values are similar. Many of the human segmentation errors shown above involve 

such blobs. 

4.5.2 Interaction Classification 

54 sequences are used to arrive at 10 interaction models. Each sequence represents one 

interaction sample. I computed each interaction model over 3 to 12 training sequences, 

depending upon the model. The number of the test sequence is 70. These test sequences 

were distinct from the training sequences. Table 4.11 shows the result of SIU recognition. 
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The notation used in Table 4.11 is the same as Table 4.4. 

Table 4.11 Result of Interaction Classification 
SIU Type Number of 

Training Data
Number of 
Test Data 

Correct % 

APART 10 7 6 86 
FOLLOW 3 5 3 60 

LEAVE 4 13 10 77 
MEET 12 11 9 82 
PASS1 4 4 4 100 
PASS2 4 9 7 78 
STOP 5 11 9 82 

TAKEOVER 4 2 1 50 
WALKSTOP 6 3 3 100 

STOPGO 2 5 4 80 
Total 54 70 56 80.0 

 

“MEET”, “APART” and “STOPGO” are the SIUs in which state transitions occur with 

both persons, whereas “STOP” and “LEAVE” have a state transition that involves one 

person. The start time of the state transitions involving two persons is an important factor. I 

assume that the two transitions are roughly simultaneous. However, a long interval between 

the state transition of one person and the transition of the other may cause difficulty in 

recognition. For example, I assume that two persons start walking at roughly the same time 

in “APART”. However, if one person starts walking and then the other person starts 

walking after a certain delay, the system may recognize the sequence as “LEAVE”. The 

recognition depends on the interval of the start timings. The larger the interval, the less 

likely it is that the interaction will be correctly recognized. 

 In “FOLLOW” and “WALKSTOP”, recognition depends on the distance between the 

participants, as well as on the start timing. The “FOLLOW” sequence is, 
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distance-dependent. If the participating persons are positioned far from each other, the 

system may not recognize “FOLLOW”.  

Incorrect recognition of “TAKEOVER” arises from tracking error. As discussed earlier, 

our system cannot successfully separate blobs if their position and velocity values are 

similar. The “TAKEOVER” sequence has blobs with such situations. 

4.5.3 Hardware Simulation 

Table 4.12 shows the results of a hardware simulation. This system processes one frame 

within 89 ms, which means that this system computes the amount of data corresponding to 

one frame within three image frame cycles and outputs 10 frames per second. We can see 

that the code size, internal RAM usage, and the data transfer rate to a PC are all very small. 

 Table 4.12 Result of Hardware Simulation. 
Computation time per one frame 89 [ms] < 100 [ms] = 3 frame-cycles 
Code size 5732 bytes 
Internal RAM usage 854 bytes 
Data rate to PC 128 kbps 

 

4.5.4 Interaction Images 

In Figure 4.16, the frames are ordered as (a),(b),(c), and (d). Each image consists of 

four sub-images. The top-left is the original image, top-right is the background subtracted 

binary image, bottom-left is the TSV image and bottom-right is the binary TSV image. In 

the original image, each tracked human is marked with a rectangle. When the system 

detects an interaction, an icon appears at the bottom edge of the original image. I use ten 

icons, as shown in Table 4.4. The vertical axes of the bottom two sub-images, 
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corresponding to the TSV and the binary TSV images, respectively, are the velocity axes. 

The horizontal axes of all sub-images correspond to the same coordinate axis as the original 

image. 

 

(a)                                   (b) 

 
(c)                                    (d) 

 
Figure 4.16 Two Persons Meet from Different Directions and Start Walking in 

Different Directions 
 

In the sequence shown in Figure 4.16, two persons move from different directions and 

meet, then walk back to their original position. The system tracked these persons correctly 

and successfully recognized the SIUs “MEET” and “APART”. In addition, tree movement 

and shadows did not influence the binary images or the recognition of SIU’s. 

In Figures 4.17 to 19, frames are ordered left to right. Each frame contains the original 

image (upper) and the TSV image (lower).  
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Figure 4.17 Three People Pass Each Other 
 

The sequence in Figure 4.17 shows three persons passing one another. In the first frame, 

the system recognized the two persons as a single person located at the left side of the 

sub-image, because their positions were very close. In the subsequent frames, where the 

subjects were not as close, the system correctly recognized three persons. In addition, the 

system recognized the SIU ‘PASS2’ successfully. 

    

Figure 4.18 A Closer View of Several People Passing Each Other 
 

The image sequence in Figure 4.18 provides a closer view of the persons involved in the 

sequence. In this sequence, the human blobs move faster than in the earlier two sequences. 

Also, this sequence contains four persons who pass one another several times. Despite the 

increased complexity of the scene, the system gives the correct result in both tracking and 

interaction recognition. 
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Figure 4.19 One Person Follows Another Person 
 

   
Figure 4.20 One Person Leaves after Two Persons are Standing 

   
Figure 4.21 Two Persons Meet from and Apart to the Different Directions 
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Figure 4.22 Two Persons Pass Each Other 

 

   
Figure 4.23 One Person Stops in Front of the Other Person and Leave the Person 
 

Figures 4.19-4.23 show the results of the recognition using the sequences including 

‘FOLLOW’, ‘LEAVE’, ‘MEET’-‘APART’, ‘PASS2’, and ‘STOP’-‘LEAVE’, respectively. 

The sequence in Figure 4.19 involves two persons, with one person following the other. 

The correct icon  shows up in the right side image, showing the correct result. The 

sequence in Figure 4.20 involves two persons, with one person leaving the other who 

remains standing still. The ‘LEAVE’ icon  appears at the bottom of the right side 

image. Again, the system produced correct tracking and recognition results. The sequence 

in Figure 4.21 contains two persons meeting from different directions, and then walking in 
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different directions. The correct icons  and  are shown after the interactions. 

The two persons in Figure 4.22 pass each other. The system recognizes the interaction and 

shows the icon . The sequence in Figure 4.23 shows that one person stops in front of 

another person and then leaves the person. We can see the correct icon  and  

after the interactions. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.24 Other Longer Scenes, Several Persons Passing Each Other, Meeting and 

Leaving 
 

The sequence in Figure 4.24 is a relatively long sequence, involving seven persons. The 

interaction ‘MEET’ occurs in the fourth image, and ‘PASS2’ takes place in the second, 

third and seventh images. The respective appearance of the correct icon indicates that our 

system yields desirable results. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Object Tracking System 

 

This system tracks moving objects in an occluded environment when occlusion occurs. 

The image sequences contain physical obstacles such as fences and trees that divide an 

object into several blobs, both spatially and temporally. The TSV transform removes such 

obstacles and noise based on pixel velocities. I consider object tracking as the segmentation 

of object trajectories in the spatio-temporal space. Cylinders are used to model the object 

trajectory. The cylinder model connects several blobs into one object and associates blobs 

that are occluded for a long period of time. This chapter consists of the following sections: 

Section 5.1 overviews the system structure, Section 5.2 describes the preprocessing, 

Section 5.3 defines and explains the cylinder model, and Section 5.4 shows the results. 

 

5.1 Application Overview 

Figure 5.1 describes an overview of the system. It illustrates the steps in which pixels 

are grouped into cylinders that are the final outputs of the object tracking. I begin by 
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binarizing the original image. After applying the TSV transform to the binarized image, I 

extract only pixels with stable velocities. Each pixel joins the closest cylinder. 

 

 

Original Image 

Binarization 

TSV Transformation

Coordinate conversion

Find the closest 
cylinder 

Is the distance to the 
cylinder > th? 

Append the pixel to the cylinder Create a new cylinder 

Cylinder parameter computation

Cylinder merging 

 

Figure 5.1 System Diagram 
 

5.1.1 Assumptions 

This application uses the following assumptions: 

(i) The camera is fixed. 

Background subtraction is used to separate the foreground blobs. 
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(ii) Objects move roughly at constant speed and with constant orientation. 

This assumption allows the system to use the TSV transform and cylinder 

model  

 

5.1.2 Binarization 

I use simple background subtraction to extract foreground blobs, as explained in 

Section 4.1.1. Let the original image at the current frame be In(x) and a fixed background 

image be B(x). The foreground binary image Sn(x) is obtained where In(x) is more than a 

fixed threshold ThB,  

1 ( ) ( )
( )

0 otherwise
n B

n
Th

S
⎧ − >

= ⎨
⎩

I x B x
x                                      (5.1) 

The binary image sequence Sn(x) may contain a number of noise pixels, which will be 

removed at next stage, described below, using the TSV transform. 

5.1.3 TSV Transform 

The TSV transform extracts pixels with velocities within a specific range. As a result, I 

remove a occluding objects such as trees and fences. The extracted TSV image is a two-

dimensional binary image Vn
#(x), from Eq. (3.6), (3.11) and (3.12), 

( ){ }# ( ) OR Binarize TSV ( )
V

n nT
V S⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦v

x x                              (5.2) 

5.1.4 Virtual Top-view Conversion 

The location of an object in an image and its actual position are not linearly related. 

Objects located farther from the camera appear smaller in the image than objects that were 

closer to the camera. The system uses cylinders to represent those object trajectories, in 
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which the object size does not change over frames. The system converts the coordinate of 

each pixel into a virtual top position that has a linear relationship with the actual 

coordinates. The relationship between the image coordinate (x, y) and the world coordinate 

(X, Y) is, 

1 0 0
0 cos sin
0 sin cos

x X
f Y
y H

µ α α
α α

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

                              (5.3) 

where f is the focal length, α is the tilt angle, H is the camera height, and µ is a coefficient. 

By solving µ, we get, 

sin cosf y
H

α αµ +
= − ,                                                (5.4) 

or 

sin cos
cos sin

sin cos

Hx
X f y
Y f y H

f y

α α
α α
α α

−⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟+⎛ ⎞ ⎜ ⎟=⎜ ⎟ − +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠

.                                        (5.5) 

The camera parameters are obtained from the training image sample. 

Each pixel extracted in (5.2) is joined to a cylinder as described in the next section.  

5.2 Spatio-Temporal Slant Cylinder Model 

In the spatio-temporal cube consisting of x=(x, y)T and n coordinates, the trajectory of a 

moving blob forms a shape like a curved rod whose cross section is the blob shape. I 

approximate the blob shape as an ellipse and the trajectory as a cylinder. Assuming that 
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objects do not change their acceleration in a short period of time, I approximate the cylinder 

axis using a second-degree polynomial expression.  

21
2

n n= + +x a v p ,                                               (5.6) 

where x=(x, y)T is the position at the nth frame, a=(ax, ay)T is the acceleration, v=(vx, vy)T is 

velocity and p=(x0, y0)T is the position at 0th frame. 

I approximate the points that constitute an object to the curve in (5.6) by means of 

regression. Let x be the position coordinate of each point and n the temporal coordinate of 

the point. I begin by calculating the average value δ, the distance between (5.6) and x, 

2
21avg

2
n nδ

⎛ ⎞⎧ ⎫= − − −⎜ ⎟⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎩ ⎭⎝ ⎠
x a v p

,
                                     (5.7) 

where avg( ) denotes the average of the parameter in the parenthesis. I obtain a/2, v, and p 

that minimizes δ, 

2 212avg 0
( / 2) 2

n n nδ ⎛ ⎞∂ ⎧ ⎫= − − − =⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟∂ ⎩ ⎭⎝ ⎠
x a v p

a ,
                             (5.8) 

212avg 0
2

n n nδ ⎛ ⎞∂ ⎧ ⎫= − − − =⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟∂ ⎩ ⎭⎝ ⎠
x a v p

v ,
                                 (5.9) 

212avg 0
2

n nδ∂ ⎛ ⎞= − − − =⎜ ⎟∂ ⎝ ⎠
x a v p

p .
                                  (5.10) 

Expressing (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10) in one formula, we get 

4 3 2 2

3 2

2

/ 2
avg avg

1

n n n n
n n n n
n n

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

a x
v x
p x ,

                                      (5.11) 
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or 

14 3 2 2

3 2

2

/ 2
avg avg

1

n n n n
n n n n
n n

−
⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ = ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭

a x
v x
p x ,

                           (5.12) 

 

I approximate the sectional shape of the cylinder to an ellipse. The parameters of the 

ellipse are the long radius, the short radius and the direction of the ellipse axis. Let each 

point in the cylinder be x and the frame number of x, n. I define a vector y that is the 

relative vector from the cylinder axis. y can be expressed using x, n, acceleration a, velocity 

v, and position p,  

21
2

n n⎛ ⎞= − + +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

y x a v p
.
                                      (5.13) 

The centroid of y is obtained by averaging,  

21avg{ } avg{ } [ avg{ } avg{ } ]
2

n n= − ⋅ + ⋅ +y x a v p
.
                  (5.14) 

Substituting (5.12) into (5.14), we get 

avg{y}=0.                                                           (5.15) 

In order to find the parameters of the ellipse, I consider a vector e whose length is one 

(e2=1). The inner product between y and e varies, depending on the direction of e. The 

absolute of the inner product |yTe| has a maximum value when the direction e is parallel to y, 

and takes the value of zero when e is perpendicular to y. I find the direction of the ellipse 

using the variance of yTe. The variance takes a maximum value when e is parallel to the 
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long axis and takes a minimum value when e is parallel to the short radius. The variance σ2 

is obtained 

2 2=avg{( avg{ }) }T Tσ −y e y e                                         (5.16) 

Since avg{y}=0 from (5.16), 

2 2=avg{( ) }
avg{ }

avg{ } .

T

T T

T T

σ

=

=

y e
e yy e

e yy e
                                                 (5.17) 

Let matrix M be avg{yyT}, 

2 Tσ = e Me .                                                        (5.18) 

Using Lagrange’s multiplier λ, I find e that maximizes/minimizes the variance σ2 under the 

condition of ||e||=1, 

( )1 0T Tλ∂ ⎡ ⎤+ − =⎣ ⎦∂
e Me e e

e ,                                    (5.19) 

or 

{ } 0λ− =M I e ,                                                 (5.20) 

Equation (5.20) is the same as an eigenvector problem of M, where e is an eigenvector 

and λ is an eigenvalue. Let the eigenvalues of the M be λ1 and λ2 (λ1>λ2>0) and the 

eigenvector according to each eigenvalue λ1 and λ2 be e1 and e2 respectively. The e1 

maximizes the variance, which is parallel to the long axis, and e2 minimizes the variance, 

which is parallel to the short axis. 

Now we find the long and short radii from the eigenvalues λ1 and λ2. First we find the 

relationship between eigenvalues and radii. I assume that the shape of an object in a frame 
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is an ellipse. Suppose the long radius of the ellipse is parallel to the x-axis and its long and 

short radii are a and b, respectively. Let a point inside the ellipse be z=(x ,y)T, the point 

satisfies, 

1T ≤z Pz ,                                                               (5.21) 

where 

2

2

0
0

a
b

−

−

⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

P .                                                            (5.22) 

Let matrix Mz be avg{zzT}, which is computed, 

T 1

1

=avg{ }= T

T

T d

d
≤

≤

∫∫

∫∫
z Pz

z

z Pz

zz z
M zz

z
.

                                              (5.23) 

z is expressed using the polar coordinate system r and θ as follows, 

0 cos
0 sin
a r

b r
θ
θ

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

z
.
                                                    (5.24) 

Inequality (5.21) is same as 

0 1r≤ ≤ ,                                                        (5.25) 

zzT is converted by (5.24), 

2 2
2

2 2

cos cos sin
cos sin sin

T a ab
r

ab b
θ θ θ

θ θ θ
⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

zz
,
                                     (5.26) 

Since ( , )det r abrθ∂⎡ ⎤ =⎢ ⎥∂⎣ ⎦z , abrdθdr=dz. So Mz can be computed, 
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                        (5.27) 

or 
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2

01
4 0
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b

⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
zM

.
                                                   (5.28) 

The eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 of Mz are a2/4 and b2/4, respectively. Thus, the relationship 

between eigenvalues and the long and short radii of the ellipse is  

2 2

1 2 and 
4 4
a bλ λ= =

,
                                                  (5.29) 

or 

1 22  and 2a bλ λ= = .                                           (5.30) 

To summarize, the direction of the ellipse axis is the eigenvector of avg{yyT} and the 

long and short radii are twice the square root of the eigenvalues. 

2 2

1,2 =eigenvector avg( )( )
2 2

Tn nn n
⎧ ⎫

− − − − − −⎨ ⎬
⎩ ⎭

e x a v p x a v p ,                 (5.31) 

yields the direction of the ellipse axis. The long and short radii can be computed using 

eigen values, 

2 2

,radius =2 eigenvalue avg( )( )
2 2

T
long short

n nn n
⎧ ⎫

− − − − − −⎨ ⎬
⎩ ⎭

x a v p x a v p ,            (5.32) 
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5.2.1 Merging Process 

The present system assumes that a cylinder represents one object. However, there are 

cases where parts of a body under occlusion are recognized as more than one cylinders. To 

merge such cylinders, I assume that blobs moving at the same velocity and similar location 

belong to one object. In order to judge whether a given two cylinders belong to one object, 

the system compares the surface and cross section areas of the cylinders. 

Let us consider two cylinders, A and B. Let the lengths of the long and short radii of 

the cylinders be expressed as aA, bA, aB and bB. Suppose that Cylinder A exists from the 

nSAth frame to the nEAth frame and Cylinder B from the nSBth frame to the nEBth frame. The 

sectional area CA, CB and surface areas SA, SB  are then expressed as follows. 

A

B

C
C

( )( )
( )( )

A A

B B

A A EA SA A A

B B EB SB B B

a b
a b

S C n n a b
S C n n a b

π
π

π
π

=⎧
⎪ =⎪
⎨ = + − +⎪
⎪ = + − +⎩

                                  (5.33) 

Now, suppose that we merge cylinders A and B. The system calculates the parameters 

according to the previous formulae (5.12), (5.31) and (5.32). Let the composed lengths of 

the long and short radii be aC, bC.  Then, we obtain the slice Cc and the surface area Sc as 

follows.  

{max( , ) min( , )}( )
C C C

C C EA EB SA SB C C

C a b
S C n n n n a b

π
π

=⎧
⎨ = + − +⎩

                   (5.34) 

Merger depends on the following criterion, 

Merge if CC≤CA+CB and SC≤SA+SB                                (5.35) 

Note that we do not use adjustment parameters such as thresholding or coefficients. 
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5.2.2 Cylinder Formation 

After conversion to the virtual top-view coordinate, each converted point finds the 

closest cylinder using pixel distance d. Let the coordinate of a point be x, the current frame 

n, and the cylinder parameters be a, v and p as denoted in Section 3. The distance d is 

computed as 

d = ||an2+vn+p-x||                                             (5.36) 

The closest cylinder is the candidate for the pixel to join. If the distance d is smaller 

than a fixed threshold Thd, the pixel joins the candidate cylinder, namely; 

Join if d<Thd,                                                  (5.37) 

otherwise, the system creates a new cylinder. 

After processing all points in the current frame, the system computes the cylinder 

parameters based on the points in the cylinder. 

5.3 Results 

I used image sequences with the following specifications. 

Table 5.1. Image Sequence Specifications 
Size 320x240 /  640x480 
Color depth R(8bit) G(8bit) B(8bit) 
Frame rate 29.97 [frame/sec] / 15 [frames/sec] 
Number of frames 3000 [frames] 
OS MS Windows 98 
CPU Pentium 4, 1GHz 
Input Format MPEG compressed AVI File 
Output Format Uncompressed AVI File 
SDK MS Video For Windows SDK 
Processing Time 71.8 [msec/frame] 
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This system stores ±20 frames of the current one into internal buffers and computes the 

cylinder parameters. The output delays 20 frames and is superimposed with the tracking 

result. 

Table 5.2 shows the results of tracking. Figure 5.3 shows the result images of our 

system. These images are superimposed upon the moving objects and their trajectories 

every 15th frame. Each color represents one object. The images in this dataset have a big 

tree that occludes all other objects, making it difficult to identify the objects behind the tree. 

The system performs well for smaller and low-speed objects such as humans. Figure 5.3 is 

the result of tracking. The vertical axis is the time axis. Each vertical gray bar expresses one 

object and the red arrows on the bar represent the result of the tracking of the system. Some 

of the gray bars have green parts, denoting that the object stops, and some have orange 

parts, denoting that a tree occludes the object. All pictures in Figure 5.4 are slices of a TSV 

image sequence. The center image is a TSV sliced image at (vx,vy)=(0,0), and the left-top 

image is a TSV sliced image at (vx,vy)=(−2, −2) [pixel/frame]. All images are arranged in 

this way. The smaller blob in each image is a human blob and the bigger blob is a vehicle 

blob. (This picture is compatible to the original image.) We can see that the human blob has 

the highest intensity at the center picture, and the vehicle blob has the highest intensity at 

the (vx,vy)=(−1, −2) picture. 

Table 5.2 Result of Tracking 
 Number Correct Incorrect 
Human 12 12 0 
Bicycle 4 2 2 
Vehicle 4 3 1 
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Figure 5.2 Image Shots of Tracking Result  
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Figure 5.3 Result of Tracking 
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Figure 5.4 TSV Image 
 

Figure 5.5 shows the result of a tracking experiment involving a moving person behind 

trees. Each ellipse in each image represents a result. The top-left image is the earliest in 

chronological order, then follows the top-right, the bottom-left and finally the bottom-right. 

Tree leaves occlude the moving person in the top-right and bottom-left frames. Thanks to 

the cylinder model that covers the object throughout the occlusion, the system tracks the 

moving person correctly. The last image (the bottom-right) contains an ellipse at top-left. 

This is a tracking error caused by the tree movements, which have not removed by the TSV 

transform completely. 
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Figure 5.5 Tracking a Moving Person behind Trees 
 

Figure 5.6 shows the result of a tracking experiment that involves moving vehicles 

behind trees on a one-way road without signals. Thus, vehicles move horizontally, and their 

speeds are mostly constant. For this sequence, I use a narrow range of TSV bins. Figure 5.7 

shows the result of background subtraction. As the image contains large amount of noise, it 

is difficult to distinguish the vehicle silhouette from the noise. Figure 5.8 is the result of the 

TSV transform over the binary image that is shown in Figure 5.7. The TSV transform 

eliminates all of the noise that is out of the vehicles’ velocity range. 
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Figure 5.6 The Result of Tracking Vehicles behind Trees 

 

  
Figure 5.7 Binary Image Sequence after the Background Subtraction 

 

  
Figure 5.8 Binary Image Sequence after the TSV Transform 
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Figures 5.9-5.11 show the result of a tracking experiment that involves vehicles behind 

fences. In the sequences of Figures 5.2, 5.5 and 5.6, trees partially blocked the field of view. 

In the current sequences, the blocking object is the fence. Unlike trees, fences block the 

entire image uniformly. The vehicles in Figure 5.9 move away from the camera and the 

camera captures them behind a fence with many holes. Figure 5.10 shows another sequence 

behind the same fence with vehicles moving towards the camera. In Figure 5.11, the 

camera is located behind a chain-link fence made of metal wire. The vehicles again move 

towards the camera. In all these scenarios, we can see that the system tracks the vehicles 

correctly. 

  
Figure 5.9 The Result of Tracking Vehicles behind a Fence (1) 

 

   
Figure 5.10 The Result of Tracking Vehicles behind a Fence (2) 
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Figure 5.11 The Result of Tracking Vehicles behind a Fence (3) 
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数式セクション        6 

 

Chapter 6 

 

Soccer Player Tracking System 

 

Soccer player tracking system simultaneously tracks multiple persons using images 

from TV broadcasts of soccer games, tracking both players and referees. The system 

continuously tracks by two methods, simple tracking of blobs and a novel tracking method 

that uses the local TSV transform to extract the texture of the human figures from blobs 

over frames. TSV tracking is achieved by adjusting the position of the computational 

windows of the TSV transform to the coordinates of the objects. The system is capable of 

detecting occlusions and selects the result of the optimal tracking method; simple blob 

tracking when no occlusion is present, and TSV tracking for occluded frames. Combining 

the two tracking methods exploits their respective advantages and compensates for their 

disadvantages. Section 6.1 describes the system structure and explains the tracking and 

occlusion detection processes. Section 6.2 presents experimental results. 

 
 

6.1 System Overview 

As shown in the system diagram in Figure 6.1, the soccer player tracking system 

continuously analyzes images to perform field color extraction, simple blob tracking, and 
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TSV tracking. When no occlusion is detected in an image frame, the system uses the result 

of simple blob tracking. When occlusion is detected, the results of TSV tracking are used. 

 

images Field color 

Local TSV 
Transform 

Binarization Labeling 

Occlusion
Detection 

Tracking
Object 

Track by TSV 

Track by Blob 
 

Figure 6.1 System Overview 
 

6.1.1 Assumption 

The system assumes that the background color is almost constant. Thus, the system 

separates the objects using the difference from the background color. 

6.1.2 Tracking by Blobs 

Simple background subtraction cannot extract the soccer players from the image 

sequences because of camera movement. Instead, I simply binarize the original image by a 

field color (whether the color is green or not green) that is the average of some pixels. In 

the actual implementation, I randomly obtain sample pixels compute their mean value, and 

take a low-pass filtering over time. Let the number of the sample pixels be Ns, the locations 

of sample pixels pk (k=1…Ns), and the original image at the nth frame be In(x), which 

consists of several color planes such as red, green and blue. Then the field color in the nth 

frame Gn is computed as follows. 
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                                            (6.1) 

where α represents a time constant. 

The extracted binary image Sn(x) can be computed 
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x

,
                                       (6.2) 

where ThC is a fixed threshold. Here In(x) and Gn are vectors consisting of color 

components, such as red, green and blue. 

Blobs are obtained from the binary image Sn(x) by applying the connected-component 

region labeling method. If no occlusion appears in the closest tracking object, each blob 

joins the closest tracking object if the distance between the blob centroid and the centroid 

of the tracking blob is less than a fixed threshold. 

Blob joins if ||xb-xt|| < Thb,                                           (6.3) 

where Thb is a fixed threshold, and xb and xt are the centroid of the blob and the 

tracking object. The current object position is computed using the centroid of all the blobs 

that belong to the current tracking object. 

This simple tracking procedure works when the tracking objects are not occluded. 

When the tracking object is occluded, the local TSV transform is needed. 

6.1.3 Tracking by the Local TSV Transform 

As I discussed in Section 3.7, the local TSV transform performs direct tracking. The 

system computes the local TSV transform and accepts the centroid of the computational 

window as the position of the tracking object for the current frame when occlusion is found 
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around the tracked object. The local TSV transform needs every frame and therefore the 

system performs TSV every frame regardless of occlusions. 

6.1.4 Occlusion Detection 

When two objects are either close to each other or one occludes the other, simple 

tracking by blobs may prove difficult to use. The soccer player tracking system first detects 

occlusions. If no occlusion is detected, it uses the results obtained from simple tracking. 

Otherwise, it uses result from tracking by the TSV transform. Occlusion is defined as the 

condition when two object regions overlap, that is, the distance of the center coordinates of 

the two objects is less than the width of the region.  

Occlusion if |xA–xB|<w   and   |yA–yB|<h,                             (6.4) 

where (xA, yA) and (xB, yB) are the center coordinates of objects A and B respectively, 

and w and h are the width and height of the region. 

When occlusion is detected, the system adopts the result of tracking by local TSV 

transform. Otherwise, the system accepts the result of tracking by blobs. 

6.2 Experiments and Results 

The system uses broadcast TV video sequences of soccer games of the format shown in 

Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1. Format of the Soccer Match Video 
Image size 720 x 576 / 720 x 480[pixels]  
Frame rate 30 [frames/second] 
Color 24bit RGB color 
Number of frames 870 [frames] = 30[seconds] 
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Table 6.2 shows the result of the experiment. In the total sequence of 870 frames, of 

which 13 are successfully tracked. The system takes about one second to process one frame 

using a Pentium IV 1GHz Processor. Although the local TSV transform requires much 

computation, the system successfully tracks the occluded players with moving background 

images. 
 

Table 6.2. Results of the Experiment 
Number of persons that appear in the scene 40 
Number of occurrence of occlusion 16 
Number of mistracking 3 

 

Figure 6.2 shows the result of tracking the soccer players at the 12th, 14th, 16th and 

18th frames, labeled (1)-(4), respectively. Each rectangle represents the tracking result. In 

this sequence, one occlusion occurs near the center of the images. The system tracks both 

non-occluded and occluded blobs. Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 show the tracking result of the 

system when two persons are occluding each other. As we can see, the system successfully 

tracks the occuluded persons. This system does not track the ball because it is too small to 

be regarded as noise, and its movement is too fast to be caught by the current TSV 

transform. 
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Figure 6.2. Tracking Result of the System 
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Figure 6.3. Tracking Result When Two Players Are Occluding 
 

   
 

   
 

   
Figure 6.4. Tracking Result When a Player and a Referee Are Occluding 
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Figure 6.5. Tracking Result When Two Players Are Occluding 
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Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the trajectories of soccer players between frames 0-300. 

Figure 6.6 shows the trajectories in the image coordinate, and Figure 6.7 shows the 

trajectories in the soccer field coordinate. In both graphs, each line represents a trajectory of 

a soccer player. The horizontal and vertical axes in Figure 6.6 represent the corresponding 

axes of the image. The horizontal lines of the rectangles in Figure 6.7 represent the touch 

lines, and the vertical lines represent the goal lines and the center line. Since camera 

orientation continuously changes in broadcast TV image sequences, the trajectories in the 

left graph do not express the actual trajectories of the players. Instead their coordinates 

have been converted to field coordinates in order to see the trajectories of the players. In 

this experiment, I manually obtained the camera parameters and converted the coordinates. 

Figure 6.8 shows the transition of camera orientation. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the 

horizontal motion of the soccer players in two different coordinates: the image coordinate 

(Figure 6.9) and the field coordinate (Figure 6.10). The vertical axis in the right graph is the 

horizontal axis of the images, and the vertical axis in the right graph is the field axis parallel 

to the touch lines. The horizontal axes in the both graphs is time axis. 

As seen in Figures 6.6-6.10, the system tracks the complex movements of the players 

and the referees. Comparing Figures 6.6 and 6.7, one can say that the images exhibit many 

occlusions, which the system tracks successfully.  
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Figure 6.6. Trajectories of Soccer Players Between Frames 0 to 300. Trajectories in 
Image Coordinates. 
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Figure 6.7. Trajectories of Soccer Players Between Frames 0 to 300. Trajectories in 
Soccer Field Coordinates.  
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Figure 6.8. The Transition of the Camera Orientation. 
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Figure 6.9. Horizontal Coordinate Transition of Players: the Image Coordinate. 
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Figure 6.10. Horizontal Coordinate Transition of Players: the Field Coordinate (3). 
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Chapter 7 

 

Conclusions 

 

 

 

7.1 The TSV Transform 

 

I introduced the TSV transform, a pixel velocity extraction method that uses binary 

images. The TSV transform appends the velocity axes to the spatio-temporal image and 

separates pixels with different velocities. The TSV transform is the combination of Hough 

transform and low-pass filtering. It can be expressed as a simple formula consisting of 

additions, shifts, and multiplications. Since the TSV transform contains the low-pass filter 

internally, it suppresses noise. I also introduced an extended version of the TSV transform, 

the color/grayscale TSV transform and the local TSV transform. The color/grayscale TSV 

transform enables us to handle grayscale or color image sequences. It extracts the texture of 

the original image and yields the object velocities. The local TSV transform uses only small 

region to compute the TSV images. A computational region is set around a tracked object 

that is moved so that the object remains the center of the region. As a result, the local TSV 

transform directly tracks the object. I introduce three applications that use the TSV 
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transform: an interaction recognition system, an object tracking system for occluded 

environments, and a soccer player tracking system. 

 

 

7.2 Interaction Recognition System 

 

In Chapter 4, I introduced a system that recognizes the two-person interactions using 

side-view image sequences. Some of the interactions are MEET, in which two persons meet 

from opposite directions; FOLLOW, in which one person follows another walking person. 

In experiments, we segmented human blobs with more than 95% accuracy. Despite difficult 

conditions such as occluded or small objects, similar intensity levels of the background and 

the foreground, and the presence of much noise, the object persons were correctly tracked 

with more than 75% accuracy. The interaction recognition system automatically recognizes 

10 different interactions, defined as SIUs, with more than 80% accuracy. Its primary 

limitation is that it cannot distinguish occluded persons moving at the same velocity, in 

which case the interaction is recognized as a one person activity.  

 
Also, I have designed an embedded system that is a part of a hybrid system consisting of 

the embedded system and a PC-based system. I used a low-power CISC microprocessor 

and four multi-port DRAMs in this application. The execution time of the system is 89 ms 

per frame, that is, 10 frames/s. The performance bottleneck of the system is the DRAM 

access time, because a large amount of image data has to be transferred between the CPU 
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and the DRAMs. I used several techniques to reduce the access time, including (i) 

designing an efficient code that minimizes the DRAM access time, and (ii) scheduling the 

DRAM access order so that the CPU can use the DRAM in the block transfer mode. 

 
I have discussed a surveillance system using a 16-bit general purpose processor. 

However, a DSP is generally considered to be most appropriate for a system dealing with a 

huge amount of data. Simulation and system design using a DSP, therefore, might better 

serve this purpose. We leave it as a future research project. 

 

 

7.3 Object Tracking in Occluding Environment 

 

In Chapter 5, I presented a methodology for tracking moving persons and vehicles in 

outdoor image sequences. The system uses the TSV transform to reduce noises from tree 

movements and brightness change in outdoor image sequences. The TSV transform extracts 

velocity-stable pixels and thus reduces noise, which has unstable velocity. The system 

successfully tracks objects occluded by static objects for a long period of time. The image 

sequences that we used contained a tree blocking a part of the field of view. In the image 

sequences, a person or a vehicle is treated as one or more continuous blobs in the 

spatio-temporal image cube. I modeled the objects with slant cylinders. As the result, the 

system tracked objects that are constantly occluded for more than 100 frames in an outdoor 

image sequence containing noise such as tree movement and brightness change. 
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7.4 Soccer Player Tracking 

 

In Chapter 6, I tracked soccer players in broadcast TV images. My system uses two 

tracking methods; simple blob tracking and local TSV transform tracking, and chooses the 

tracking results depending on the presence of occlusion. Simple blob tracking effectively 

tracks players with quick or sudden movements as long as there is no occlusion. The local 

TSV transform provides tracking of occluded players. The local TSV transform is an 

extension of the one that we previously introduced. The present transform deals not only 

with binary images but also grayscale or color images. In addition, the transform increases 

computational performance by limiting the computation around the objects being tracked. 

This extension also enables us to track without a blob association process. Since the TSV 

transform consists of simple operations such as multiplication, addition, and shift, we can 

create a tracking application without complex procedures such as Kalman Filtering. By 

using this transform, I successfully tracked soccer players in broadcast TV images. 

 

 

7.5 Future Research 

 

   In this section, I discuss the future research of the TSV transform and its applications. 
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The applications in this paper use the following assumptions: 

 

(i) The Camera is fixed (Chapter 4 and 5). 

(ii) The optical axis of the camera is roughly parallel to the ground. (Chapter 4). 

(iii) Humans are taller than the camera height (Chapter 4). 

(iv) Humans move roughly parallel to the camera face. (Chapter 4). 

(v) Objects move roughly at a constant speed and constant orientation. (Chapter 4, 5 

and 6). 

 

The assumptions (ii), (iii) and (iv) have been relaxed in Chapter 5 and 6. The assumption (i) 

has been relaxed in Chapter 6. The assumption (v) has not been relaxed in this dissertation. 

Since the TSV transform consists of Hough transform, it can extract other motions such as 

circular motion other than constant speed motion. I explain it in Section 7.5.2. 

 
In Section 7.5.1, I give directions of the future research in the structure of the TSV 

transform. In Section 7.5.2, I mention the example of the future applications which can use 

the TSV transform. 

 

7.5.1 The Structure of the TSV Transform 

 
(i) Filter design  

 
   As discussed in Chapter 3, the TSV transform is the combination of a windowing filter 
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and Hough transform. In this dissertation, I use an exponential window. As a result, the 

TSV transform acts as a simple low pass filter, which is a first order Infinite Impulse 

Response (IIR) filter (Section 3.5 and Figure 3.13). In the future, different filters such as 

higher-order IIR filters may be used to improve the performance. 

 

(ii) Resolution consideration 

 
   The resolution of the TSV transform depends on the number of the velocity bins. Pixel 

velocities are computed by finding local maxima in the TSV images. This means that the 

values of the TSV image are used only for "comparison" and the location of the local 

maxima in the TSV image determines the velocities. The TSV values are determined by (i) 

object velocities, (ii) resolution of velocity bins, (iii) object texture, and (iv) noise. Different 

velocities cause different values even though the pixel velocity computed by the TSV 

shows the same. In the future, we may be able to increase the resolution of velocities using 

the TSV values. 

 

(iii) Color plane 

 
The soccer player tracking uses color images consisting of Red, Green and Blue. The 

system performs the TSV transform over each plane independently. Then it computes the 

vector distance of RGB component between in the TSV image and in the original image. 

There are several color formats to represent color such as HSV, and YIQ. For example, Hue 

plane of HSV format is relatively independent to the light condition. Thus, using HSV may 
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improve the performance regarding the light condition change. 

 

7.5.2 Future Applications 

 

   I consider the TSV transform to be powerful in the following situations. 

 
(1) Extraction of objects that move at almost constant velocities. 

(2) Extraction of objects whose trajectories are known at some degree. 

 
Thus, it would be effective to use the TSV in applications, which have similar situation and 

an example of such an application is ball tracking. In video sequences of the sports games 

such as tennis, golf and baseballs, balls are generally small objects moving fast within 

frames. In this case, it is difficult to extract the balls because (i) they are too fast to be 

separated from the noise, and (ii) they are too fast to find any correspondence between 

frames. However, the balls often move at a constant speed, or their trajectories are often 

known. Since the TSV transform extracts objects with stable velocities, I believe that the 

TSV would be an efficient tool to extract balls. 

 
   The TSV transform is applicable not only for objects moving in a line, but for 

circular-motion objects. Suppose we consider an application that extracts microorganisms 

moving circularly using microscope videos. In this case, the objects would also be small 

and fast. We could extract the circular motion by shifting the TSV transform circularly. 
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   As further extension, the TSV transform may be used to extract more complex hand 

gestures, such as waving hands, turning hands and more complex hand motions. 
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